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Resilient Community Development Project (RRP MYA 51242)  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. As part of the project preparatory process, Asian Development Bank (ADB) requires an 
assessment of the capacity of the executing agency (EA) and implementing agencies (IA) to 
procure goods, works and consulting services, identification of risks in the procurement life cycle, 
and recommendations to be made on actions required to address weakness or constraints. 
Specifically, the assessment exercise involves: (i) evaluating the ability of EA and IAs 
procurement processes to comply with ADB’s procurement guidelines; (ii) identifying the need for 
training and specific procurement arrangements (in resources or processes) to be adopted during 
project preparation and implementation, to develop staff competence and improve effectiveness, 
and to minimize implementation risks; and (iii) defining the appropriate level of review, either prior 
or post by ADB. 
 
2. The assessment has four components:  
 

(i) a summary of the country public procurement system, and ADB’s experience in 
the country; 

(ii) a questionnaire completed by the EA and interviews;  

(iii) the preparation of a procurement risk assessment report, including corrective 
recommendations; and 

(iv) a preliminary market assessment and the proposed procurement plan for the 
project. 

 
3. The Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation (MOALI) is proposed as the EA and 
its Department for Rural Development (DRD) as the IA for the proposed Resilient Community 
Development Project (RCDP). The proposed project is to be financed by a loan in the amount of 
$189.1 million from ADB concessional ordinary capital resources and a grant of $5.9 million from 
the ADB Disaster Risk Reduction Funding. The Government of Myanmar will finance the 
equivalent of $19.36 million for salaries of counterpart staff, office space and taxes and duties.  In 
addition, co-financing is being sought from the Asia Investment Facility1 (€25.0 million) and a 
Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction ($3.0 million). The scope of work to be financed is a proven 
community-based development (CBD) approach to deliver community infrastructure and 
livelihood projects to 17 poor and vulnerable townships. 
 
4. The assessment was undertaken in accordance with ADB’s Guide on Assessing 
Procurement Risks and Determining Project Procurement Classification (August 2015) using the 
ADB Procurement Assessment Questionnaires (see Appendix 2), and interviews with 
counterparts and discussion with stakeholders. The evaluation has also been informed by the 
findings of ADB’s Country and Sector Procurement Risk Assessment for Myanmar (October 2015), 
and Project Procurement-Related Reviews (PPRR) for two Myanmar projects (Loans 3310/8294-
MYA: Greater Mekong Subregion East-West Corridor Eindu to Kawkareik Road Improvement 
Project and Loan 3199-MYA: Maubin-Phyapon Road Rehabilitation Project) carried out in 2017 
by ADB’s Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI).2  

                                                
1   Asia Investment Facility is financed by the European Union and Administered by ADB 
2  The Country and Sector Procurement Risk Assessment Report, Myanmar, October 2015 is an unpublished ADB 

document.  For Loan 3199: https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/47086/47086-002-pprr-en.pdf, 
and for Loans 3310/8294 https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/46422/46422-003-pprr-en.pdf. A 
PPRR is a review undertaken by ADB’s OAI on ongoing ADB-financed projects to confirm compliance to applicable 
ADB policies, guidelines, and the loan/financing agreements, with a focus on preventing and detecting integrity 

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=51242-002-3
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/47086/47086-002-pprr-en.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/46422/46422-003-pprr-en.pdf
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II. PROJECT PROCUREMENT RISK ASSESSMENT 

A. Overview 

1. Procurement Environment in Myanmar 

5. The ADB Country and Sector Procurement Risk Assessment in October 2015 identified 
significant weaknesses in key components of Myanmar’s public procurement system. The 
procurement environment was assessed as High Risk as most of the weaknesses are systemic. 
Table 1 is a summary of the weaknesses, and implied risks and assessed levels for the country. 
There have been some positive initiatives by the Government of Myanmar, as discussed in the 
following paragraphs; but since the country is coming from a very low base, considerable 
institutional development is required to embed the changes in the culture of public service 
institutions. This requires a clear legal foundation, comprehensive departmental procurement 
codes and well trained and capable staff. 
 

Table 1: Country Level: Procurement Weaknesses and Assessed Risk Levels  

No Weakness Description and Implied Risk Risk Level 

1 No effective procurement law exists so many ministries will continue to 
variously interpret inadequate directives, with the consequence that public 
procurement lacks consistent application and purpose. 

High 

2 A lack of standard bidding documents and guidelines that often leads to an 
inconsistent, non-transparent, uninformed, and time-consuming 
procurement process. 

High 

3 A lack of transparency, integrity, and consistency in the bidding process 
that reduces public and supplier confidence, allows for discrimination, 
flawed evaluations, and poor outcomes.  

High 

4 A lack of access to procurement information that reduces or limits the 
understanding by the procurement entity and suppliers of the market, 
pricing, procurement planning, bidding, contract management, and 
performance monitoring.  

High 

5 Thresholds for competitive bidding are not always applied so that a range 
of non-competitive and sometimes inappropriate practices can occur. 

Moderate to 
High 

6 The use of domestic preferences is not clear, leading to misuse of domestic 
preferences and possible missed opportunities for developing Myanmar 
suppliers. 

Moderate 

7 The lack of a consistent registration processes for companies and suppliers 
means that the registration information of private sector companies is 
incomplete, thus making it more difficult to plan private sector development 
efforts and involve smaller firms in public procurement. 

Moderate 

8 Procurement planning and budget cycles are not well-coordinated, and 
budget availability is not matched with project duration, leading to project 
delays, cost overruns, and underutilized funds. 

High 

9 Absence of a central procurement oversight body contributes to a lack of 
guidance to procurement staff, limited procurement planning reviews, and 

High 

                                                
violations involving ADB-related activities as defined under ADB’s Anticorruption Policy as amended, and ADB’s 
Integrity Principles and Guidelines (2015, as amended from time to time).  
http://www.adb.org/site/integrity/integrity-violations; http://www.adb.org/documents/anticorruption-and-integrity-
policies-and-strategies; http://www.adb.org/documents/integrity-principles-and-guidelines 

http://www.adb.org/site/integrity/integrity-violations
http://www.adb.org/documents/anticorruption-and-integrity-policies-and-strategies
http://www.adb.org/documents/anticorruption-and-integrity-policies-and-strategies
http://www.adb.org/documents/integrity-principles-and-guidelines
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No Weakness Description and Implied Risk Risk Level 

an inability to produce independent countrywide reporting and diagnostics 
of emerging procurement issues.  

10 A cumbersome bid approval process leads to delays in bidding and contract 
awards, inadequate reviews and reporting of procurement performance, 
and inadequate project, and service outcomes.  

High 

11 Weak procurement expertise leads to inadequate specifications and 
selection criteria, poor procurement planning, inconsistent bidding 
processes, inadequate selection criteria, mistakes, little guidance to 
suppliers, and limited career prospects for procurement staff. 

High 

12 No formal, tiered, complaints mechanism is available so that few 
complaints are made, few records of complaints are kept, causes are not 
resolved, little learning takes place, and justice is not seen to be done. 

High 

13 Absence of modern e-procurement and financial systems leads to reduced 
access to good, accessible procurement information, cost-effective 
bidding, budget management, a lack of public trust, limited supplier 
participation, and problems in monitoring and reporting procurement 
performance. 

Moderate to 
High 

14 The Office of the Auditor General is facing a loss of expertise to support its 
role in effective financial and procurement audits. This diminishes its 
oversight role to ensure compliance with procurement policy and legislation 
and review the achievement of outcomes.  

High 

15 The Anti-Corruption Commission has a low complaints closure rate (0.6%), 
leading to doubts about its impartiality and effectiveness and leading to a 
potential loss of public trust. 

High 

16 No specific code of ethics for public procurement is available to guide 
executives, procurement staff and suppliers, and establish consequences 
for those that transgress. 

Moderate 

 

6. Myanmar ranked 130 out of 176 countries in the Transparency International Corruption 
Perceptions Index in 2017 with a corruption perception index of 30.3 This shows a trend of an 
increasing score over the past five years, although coming from an extremely low base.  
 

Table 2: Trend of Corruption Perception Index for Myanmar by Transparency 
International 

Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Index 
score 

15 21 21 22 28 30 

 
7. Myanmar’s Anti-Corruption Law came into effect in 2013, although implementation of the 
law may not be as effective as envisaged. The law has now undergone three amendments. 
According to the website of the Anti-Corruption Committee, between 24 November 2017 to 30 
April 2018, of the total of 2,170 complaints lodged with the Anti-Corruption Commission only 16 
were investigated by the Committee.4 Of these, seven resulted in action with two prosecutions 
and five actions in line with Anti-Corruption Law. A further 770 cases were handed back to the 

                                                
3  Transparency International, Corruption Perceptions Index 2016, at https://www.transparency.org/country/MMR. The 

index uses a scale of 0 to 100, where 0 is highly corrupt and 100 is very clean. 
4  http://www.accm.gov.mm/acc/index.php?route=pavblog/category&id=43 

https://www.transparency.org/country/MMR
http://www.accm.gov.mm/acc/index.php?route=pavblog/category&id=43
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individual departments for administrative action (leading to action under civil service regulations 
for 25 cases), and 1,352 cases had no further action. 
 
8. Since 2016, civil servants have been subject to the President’s Office Guidelines on 
Accepting Gifts, which restricts their accepting of gifts and also bans them accepting gifts from 
those who would seek to benefit from the civil servant’s position.5 
 
9. In 2016, Hivos reported: “The current open contracting situation is poor. Information is 
released in a piecemeal manner by numerous sources. Outlets include government departments, 
government-sanctioned newspapers, private advertisers and nongovernmental bodies. Often the 
data released is merely either the availability of contracts or government-spending 
announcements. There are no formal mechanisms for redress, and there are inconsistent 
procedures across procuring bodies as to what information is to be made available.” 6 

 
10. A 2016 Myanmar Times article reflects the perceived status of procurement in the 
country.7 
 

New rules planned for government tenders 
 

Parliament's newly formed Bill Committee plans to submit and discuss new rules for ministry tenders during the 
current session, in the hope of reforming an opaque and inconsistent system that has often allowed lucrative contracts 
to be awarded behind closed doors. 
 
The new rules will govern tender practices for this financial year, said U Saw Hla Tun, a member of the committee. 
Existing rules relating to contracts awarded by ministries have not been widely followed, he said, resulting in a lack 
of transparency in government-led projects. 
 
In 2013 the President’s Office issued a directive with rules for government departments when issuing tenders, though 
the rules have since been frequently broken. 
 
Applicable to tenders for oil and gas and mining permits, government land, infrastructure, and services, the directive 
highlighted “the need for transparency, accountability [and] responsibility”. 
 
Government departments were required to organize committees to set out rules before issuing a tender, set a floor 
price, advertise through newspapers at least one month in advance and open bids in public. Specific rules were also 
issued for tenders related to purchasing, construction, services and lease-and-sale. 
 
“We will amend and update those laws with the assistance of the World Bank. The laws will apply for this year’s 
projects and will be inclusive of all ministries and government bodies,” said U Saw Hla Tun. 
“The new laws must ensure that national budget spending becomes transparent for everyone, and should help with 
standardization.” 
 
A more transparent tendering system would be welcomed by foreign investors who have often complained of a lack 
of clear information, particularly about the decision-making process. Each ministry has its own idiosyncratic rules for 
tendering, which can cause confusion. 
The Myanmar Construction Entrepreneurs Association held a special meeting last December to discuss the urgent 
need for reform. The existing system favors well-connected companies and leaves little space for smaller local 
businesses to compete, they said. 
 
U Saw Hla Tun declined to comment on whether the government would reconsider tenders that have already been 
awarded, such as contentious contracts for flyovers in Yangon. 

 

                                                
5  Ibid. 
6  Hivos. 2016. Open Contracting in Myanmar at a glance. https://hivos.org/sites/default/files/myanmar.pdf 
7  https://www.mmtimes.com/business/20091-new-rules-planned-for-government-tenders.html  

https://hivos.org/sites/default/files/myanmar.pdf
https://www.mmtimes.com/business/20091-new-rules-planned-for-government-tenders.html
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11. The timeline of recent developments in the legal framework is summarized by ADB, 2017:8 
 

Table 3: Timeline of Developments in Procurement Legal Framework 

2011 • Closed method changed to open competitive tendering 

• Decentralized procurement 

2013 • President’s Office Directives with tender rules and committees 

2014 • Ministry of Construction Directives 

2015 • Public Procurement Rules & Regulations Steering Committee (PPRRSC) 
established to lead procurement reforms 

2016 • PPRRSC re-organized in July 2016 with Deputy Minister of Planning and Finance 
as Chair 

• Ministry of Construction Directives updated 

2016 • Joint ADB-JICA-World Bank Country Portfolio Review. Joint Action Plan includes 
procurement 

• Develop comprehensive directives/ procedures for public procurement that 
includes approval thresholds 

• Provide capacity building programs to broaden awareness and skills levels on 
development partners’ procurement processes and related issues 

• Strengthen the policy, legislative, and regulatory framework through reforms under 
the Procurement Law to be drafted 

2017 • Tender Procedure for Procurement of Civil Works, Goods, Services, Rental and 
Sale of Public Properties for the Government Departments and Organizations 
issued by President’s Office in April 2017 

2017 • Ongoing development of national standard bidding documents 

2018 • Procurement Law expected to be enacted in 2018 

 • E-procurement to be gradually adopted 

 
  

                                                
8  Chong Chi Nai, Advisor (Procurement and Portfolio Management), Myanmar Resident Mission, Nay Pyi Taw, ADB, 

Presentation on 14 June 2017 http://www.aidforum.org/docs/9.35_-_Chong_Chi_Nai_-_ADB_.pdf  

http://www.aidforum.org/docs/9.35_-_Chong_Chi_Nai_-_ADB_.pdf
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12. A commentary on the April 2017 procurement directives is given by Baker & McKenzie 

The President’s Office of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar has issued a new tender procedure (Tender Procedure) 
to be followed in respect of construction, procurement of goods and services, and leasing and selling carried out by 
government departments and organizations. 
Although Direction 1/2017 containing the Tender Procedure is not entirely clear on all points, it is a welcome improvement 
on previous guidance. The following are the major points it makes: 
Aim 
The aim of the Tender Procedure is to "eliminate waste of the State’s funds, corruption and monopolising tenders", and to 
"ensure just and fair competition, transparency, accountability and responsibility". 
When a tender process is not necessary 
A tender process for construction or procurement of goods and services is necessary unless the value of the tender is less 
than MMK 10 million (approximately USD 7,000). 
Tender committees 
For every matter calling for a tender, a tender committee must be formed to manage the process. 
Tasks of tender committees 
The tasks of the tender committees are as follows: 

- Scrutinising whether or not there are approved funds for the project to be implemented; 
- Standardising contract formats for construction, procurement of goods and services, leasing and selling; 
- Specifying quality of the items to be purchased; 
- Determining terms and conditions in the proposed contract which will be included in the tender, criteria for 

assessment, financial information (contractual terms, payment schedule, delivery schedule, tax etc.); 
- Specifying method for scrutinising in respect of high-tech and complex procurement and assigning other 

technical experts to it; 
- Setting time and place for submitting tender, time and place for opening tender and date for 

announcement of winner; 
- Assigning tender acceptance and vetting committees; 
- Refunding tender security to those who are not awarded the bid and requesting security for business 

implementation; 
- Announcing the winner; 
- If it is a tender for procurement of goods requiring samples, making arrangements to accept the samples 

and register them; and 
- Setting floor price for lease or sale. 

Submitting the tender and security 
Not surprisingly, the tender must be submitted according to the procedure, place and time stated in the tender document. 
Other than complex and large scale projects, the period of the tender shall not exceed three months from the date of 
submission. 
Tender security may be obtained from a bank recognised by the Central Bank of Myanmar (presumably this would now 
include branches of foreign banks). Tender security is 1% of the tender value and valid up to 28 days after the end of the 
period of the tender. 
Opening and announcement of tenders for construction, procurement of goods and services 
When the tender is opened, the following will be announced: 

- Name of bidder; 
- Price submitted; and 
- Amount of tender security and validity period. 

Where the tender value is more than MMK 1,000 million (approximately USD 714,000), tender opening will be recorded 
by photo and video. 
Evaluation of tenders 
Evaluation of tenders will take place using a point system that is outlined in the Tender Procedure. Different criteria apply 
in the point system depending on whether the tender process is for a complex and large scale project, or a tender for 
consultancy services. 
Sale/lease of state-owned land, land plots or factories 
A detailed procedure is laid down for the sale or leasing of state-owned land, land plots, or factories, involving a Floor Price 
Calculating Committee and advertising the asset. The bidder who bids the highest price above the floor price wins the bid. 
If all bidders are lower than this floor price, the tender procedure may be cancelled. 
Foreign bidders 
Although the Tender Procedure is not entirely clear at this point, it seems that the intention with international companies 
is that they will be able to participate in the tender without establishing an entity in Myanmar, however if they win the bid, 
they will need to establish a subsidiary in country before entering into a contract following their successful bid. 
Rejecting tenders 
The tender committee may reject some or all of the tenders for a number of reasons, including suspicion of collusion or 
suspicion of corruption. 
Complaints procedure 
A complaints procedure is established where a bidder can file grievances with the tender committee, and if dissatisfied 
with the decision of the tender committee, can make a complaint to the Ministry of Planning and Finance. 
Special tender procedures for PPP’s 
The Tender Procedure states that specific tender procedures will be developed for Public Private Partnerships (PPP’s) 
depending on the nature of the activity (petroleum and gas blocks; construction of electricity power stations, renting 
electricity generators, issuing telecommunication licenses, and mining). 
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(2017) to illustrate the current status of development, and to illustrate potential gaps between ADB 
and national procurement policies.9 
 
13. The World Bank is assisting Myanmar in the efficient, accountable and responsive delivery 
of its public service through the Modernization of Public Finance Management. In 2017, the World 
Bank reported that: “Government has reconstituted the Public Procurement Reform and 
Regulatory Supervision Committee to lead and guide procurement reform, update the current 
Presidential Directives of 2013 on procurement, collect data on procurement outcomes, and help 
draft a new procurement law. The Committee will work towards their objectives and also help 
gather information on public procurement outcomes.” 10 

 
14. One positive legal development was the passing of the Arbitration Law, Union Law No. 
5/2016 (the Arbitration Law) in January 2016. The law “is aimed at the just and effective settlement 
of business and commerce disputes of a domestic or international nature, the encouragement of 
the resolution of disputes by arbitration, as well as the recognition and enforcement of foreign 
awards”.11 
 

2. ADB Procurement Experience in Myanmar 

15. Since ADB commenced re-engagement with Myanmar in early 2012, a total of 14 projects 
(5 grants, 2 grants and loans, and 7 loans) have been approved by its Board. Of these, four are 
being implemented by MOALI as EA [Grant 9185-MYA: Emergency Support for Chin State 
Livelihoods Restoration; Loan 3477-MYA: Irrigated Agriculture Inclusive Development Project; 
Grant 9174: Enhancing Rural Livelihoods and Incomes Project (ERLIP); and Loan 3724/Grant 
0617-MYA: Climate-Friendly Agribusiness Value Chains Development (CFAVC)] while DRD as 
IA is implementing three (ERLIP, CFAVC, and Emergency Support for Chin State Livelihoods 
Restoration). Currently, there are seven projects in ADB’s pipeline including the RCDP.  
 
16. The ERLIP, the second ADB investment project in Myanmar since ADB’s re-engagement, 
is currently ongoing with $12.0 million grant financing from the Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction. 
It is using the community driven development approach in targeting diverse geographic regions 
of Myanmar and provides block grants to improve village and village tract level infrastructure and 
rural livelihoods. The project’s Project Management Unit (PMU) that was established in DRD 
carried out procurement of four consulting firms (main implementation consultant and three 
township support services providers), and goods (such as equipment and vehicles, among others) 
with the extensive support of an international procurement specialist. Although delay was 
encountered during startup, implementation has been successful, and contracts awarded to date 
amount to $10.8 million or 90% of the grant amount. 
 
17. The ongoing grant financed Emergency Support for Chin State Livelihoods Restoration 
Project for $10.0 million, is being implemented by MOALI and DRD since 2016. The project 
involves restoring access and rebuilding community assets, as well as strengthening the capacity 

                                                
9   http://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/insight/publications/2017/06/new-tender-rules-released/  
10  Deshpande, Atul B.; Deshpande, Atul B. 2017. Myanmar - Modernization of Public Finance Management:  P144952 

- Implementation Status Results Report: Sequence 05. Washington, D.C. : World Bank Group. 
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/645601483429619194/Myanmar-Modernization-of-Public-Finance-
Management-P144952-Implementation-Status-Results-Report-Sequence-05 

11  Arbitration Law "Objectives" (at Section 4) cited in Reform of the arbitration law in Myanmar - the wait is over (Allen 
& Overy) 2 February 2016 at http://www.allenovery.com/publications/en-gb/Pages/Reform-of-the-arbitration-law-
in.aspx 

http://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/insight/publications/2017/06/new-tender-rules-released/
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/645601483429619194/Myanmar-Modernization-of-Public-Finance-Management-P144952-Implementation-Status-Results-Report-Sequence-05
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/645601483429619194/Myanmar-Modernization-of-Public-Finance-Management-P144952-Implementation-Status-Results-Report-Sequence-05
http://www.allenovery.com/publications/en-gb/Pages/Reform-of-the-arbitration-law-in.aspx
http://www.allenovery.com/publications/en-gb/Pages/Reform-of-the-arbitration-law-in.aspx
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of state and local governments and communities to withstand future disasters. The project PMU 
in DRD engaged the United Nations Office for Project Services to provide implementation support. 
Efficient procurement is one of the critical aspects in the successful implementation of this post-
disaster project. The project has been implemented successfully and contracts awarded to date 
amount to $9.8 million or 98% of the grant amount. 
 
18. After ADB’s reengagement with Myanmar in 2012, its OAI carried out in 2017 a PPRR of 
two ongoing loan funded highway projects having lengths of 55km and 66km, each with two civil 
works contracts of $25 million equivalent or less.12,13 The EA is the Ministry of Construction. 
Procurement of consulting services, civil works and equipment was carried out by the PMU, with 
extensive support by an international procurement specialist. Although the PPRR noted a number 
of findings, summarized in Table 4, the reports concluded that none of the findings would have 
affected the outcome of the recommendation for award of contract shown in the bid evaluation 
reports. 
 

Table 4: Findings of ADB’s procurement-related review of road projects in Myanmar 

Loan 3199 
• Inconsistent evaluation – permitted rectification of a deficient JV agreement/ Letter of 

intent for one bidder, but not for two others. 
• Equipment – rejection was made based on content of bid rather than requesting 

clarification as required 
• Personnel – inconsistent evaluation 
• Experience – incorrect disqualification for lack of experience of a JV member when it 

was not required 
• Experience, lack of evidence in one bid 
• Financial capacity – Financial statement of parent company evaluated rather than of 

the bidder 
• Line of credit not substantiated 
• Lack of notes to financial statements 
• Financial statement of each partner not considered 
• Inadequate financial resources, inadequate turnover of JV partner, but still passed 

Loans 3310/8294 
• Financial resources – evaluation based on liquid assets not working capital 
• Line of credit value not accurate in BER, and over 6 months old 
• Financial statement evaluated for the group, not for the bidder 
• Construction turnover not clarified 
• Errors in form FIN-4 not spotted 

 
3. EA’s Organization and Staff Capacity 

19. The procurement questionnaires as shown in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 together with 
interviews and document reviews were used to assess the proposed EA, MOALI, specifically DRD 

                                                
12  Loan 3199-MYA(COL): Maubin-Phyapon Road Rehabilitation Project and Loans 3310-MYA(COL) and 8924-MYA: 

GMS East–West Economic Corridor (EWEC): Eindu to Kawkareik Road Improvement Project 
13  A PPRR is a review undertaken by ADB’s OAI on ongoing ADB-financed projects to confirm compliance to applicable 

ADB policies, guidelines, and the loan/financing agreements, with a focus on preventing and detecting integrity 
violations involving ADB-related activities as defined under ADB’s Anticorruption Policy as amended, and ADB’s 
Integrity Principles and Guidelines (2015, as amended from time to time). It is not an investigation of corruption and 
fraud and does not review the development impact or project outcomes. 
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which will be the implementing unit for the project. The questionnaire in Appendix 1 assesses the 
agency procurement risk environment, and is divided into four subsections:  
 

(i) Legislative and regulatory framework 

(ii) Institutional framework and management capacity 

(iii) Procurement operations and market practices 

(iv) Integrity and transparency of the sector public procurement system 

 

20. The questionnaire in Appendix 2 assesses the capacity and risk profile of the agency with 
regards to the proposed project, and is divided into five subsections:  
 

(i) general resources: staffing and equipment; 

(ii) procurement processes for goods and works: preparation of bid documents and 
tendering process; 

(iii) procurement processes for consulting services consultant selection procedure; 

(iv) process oversight and control: checks-and-balance and contract administration; 
and 

(v) record keeping. 
 
21. MOALI was created in 2016 from the merger of three Ministries (Ministry of Agriculture 
and Irrigation, Ministry of Cooperatives and Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural 

Development). It includes the following departments:14 
 

(i) Department of Planning 
(ii) Department of Agriculture 
(iii) Department of Agriculture Land Management and Statistics 
(iv) Irrigation and Water Utilization Management Department 
(v) Agricultural Mechanization Department 
(vi) Department of Agricultural Research 
(vii) Cooperative Department 
(viii) Small-Scale Industries Department 
(ix) Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department 
(x) Department of Fisheries 
(xi) Department of Rural Development (DRD) 
(xii) Yezin Agricultural University 
(xiii) University of Veterinary Science 
(xiv) Cooperative University (Thanlyin) 
(xv) Cooperative University (Sagaing) 
 

22. DRD has a long history as summarized below.15 It was established in its present form with 
the approval of cabinet meeting number (22/2013) which was held on 11th July 2013 with 8 
divisions in headquarters, 14 offices and 2 sub-offices of state and region departments, 60 offices 
of district departments and 284 offices of township departments (out of the 330 townships in the 
country). 
 
23. The background to DRD dates to 1874 and Municipal Committees and Town Committees, 
followed in 1921 by District Councils. From 1972, the District Councils and the District 

                                                
14  https://www.moali.gov.mm  
15  https://www.moali.gov.mm/en/department-of-rural-development  

https://www.moali.gov.mm/
https://www.moali.gov.mm/en/department-of-rural-development
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Commissioner's Local Funds were abolished, and Township Development Committees formed 
as integrated organizations for both urban and rural development works. The Township 
Development Committees were taken charge by the General Administration Department under 
the Ministry of Home and Religious Affairs. In 1994, the Township Development Committees 
came under Department of Development Affairs of the Ministry of Progress of Border Areas and 
National Races and Development Affairs. In April 2011, there was a name change to Ministry of 
Border Affairs (MOBA), then in June 2012, DDA was renamed as DRD, the organization structure 
compacted, and focus shifted from both urban and rural development to only rural development. 
In 2013, the name of the Ministry of Livestock and Fishery was changed to the Ministry of 
Livestock, Fishery and Rural Development (MOLFRD) and DRD was shifted from the Ministry of 
Border Affairs to MOLFRD. Then in March 2016, the three ministries of Ministry of Agriculture and 
Irrigation, Ministry of Cooperatives, and Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
were merged as Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation. As a result, DRD was also moved 
to that new ministry. Until recently, DRD headquarters had 8 divisions and 17 sub-divisions as 
follows: 
 

• Rural Social Development and Administration Division 
o Rural Social Development Sub-Division 
o Administration Sub-Division 

• Rural Economy and Finance Division 
o Rural Economy Sub-Division 
o Budget Sub-Division 

• Planning and International Relation Division 
o Planning Sub- Division 
o International Relation Sub-Division 
o Project Assessment Sub-Division 

• Poverty Reduction Support Division 
o Poverty Reduction Support Sub-Division 
o Record and Information Sub-Division 

• Rural Road and Bridge Division 
o Road and Bridge Sub-Division 
o Measuring and Drawing Sub-Division 

• Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Division 
o Water Supply Sub-Division 
o Sanitation Sub-Division 

• Rural Electrification and Housing Division 
o Electrification Sub-Division 
o Housing Sub-Division 

• Procurement and Logistic Division 
o Procurement Sub-Division 
o Logistic Sub-Division 

 
24. In 2017, the rural road and bridge division with 585 staff was transferred to the Ministry of 
Construction.16 DRD’s ongoing community driven development projects – National Community 
Driven Development Project (NCDDP) and Enhancing Rural Livelihoods and Incomes Project 
(ERLIP) include a substantial proportion of road construction, albeit mainly village or farm roads, 
and the loss of those staff may have impacted DRD’s capacity, although (i) the staff resource 

                                                
16  https://www.mmtimes.com/national-news/nay-pyi-taw/27328-a-new-department-to-be-formed-under-ministry-of-

construction.html  

https://www.mmtimes.com/national-news/nay-pyi-taw/27328-a-new-department-to-be-formed-under-ministry-of-construction.html
https://www.mmtimes.com/national-news/nay-pyi-taw/27328-a-new-department-to-be-formed-under-ministry-of-construction.html
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remains available within the government, and (ii) DRD has continued to recruit staff for its 
township offices and to receive technical facilitators transferred to DRD employment under 
NCDDP project. 
 
25. The organization chart of the DRD headquarters in Nay Pyi Taw is shown in the figure 
below, including the number of management positions. It has been noted that not all of the 
positions in the organization chart have been filled up due to budgetary constraints. This is a usual 
problem in all Ministries in Myanmar and DRD has relatively speaking the highest number of 
positions filled compared to other departments and Ministries.  
 
 

Figure 1: Organization Chart of DRD at Union Level 
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26. DRD’s work is characterized by a close involvement with international donors. An 
estimated 90% of its annual capital works expenditure is conducted following donor’s procurement 
guidelines. This is typically for a large number of community development contracts, together with 
a smaller number of low value contracts with companies. It’s scope of work mainly covers roads, 
water supply, rural electrification and other rural infrastructure and livelihoods. 
 
27. DRD procurement and logistics section is based in Nay Pyi Taw, and has a staff of around 
60. Of these, around half are drivers under the logistics team. The breakdown of procurement 
staff and their work assignment is as follows: 
 

Table 5: Assignment of DRD’s Union Level Procurement Staff 

Position Number 
of staff 

Assignment 

Director 1 Office + NCDDP 

Deputy Director 2 Office 

Assistant Director 2 Office 

Staff Officer 3 ERLIP / Emergency Support to Chin State Livelihood 
Rehabilitation Project (1), NCDDP (1), Office (1) 

Sub Assistant Engineer 32 These are engineers also doing procurement work 
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28. The number of staff dealing with procurement is 40. The Director has around seven years 
of procurement experience. Interviews, completion of the questionnaires, and review of 
documentation were conducted with the staff officer responsible for the ADB-financed ERLIP and 
Chin state projects, who has three years of experience (all in procurement), a masters degree in 
mechanical engineering, and excellent English. Interviews were also held with DRD’s two 
procurement officers working for NCDDP project at Union level (one responsible for consulting 
services, the other for goods), who gave insights into lessons learned on their project, and 
demonstrated a good understanding of procurement and fluency in English. The three DRD 
procurement staff mentioned above have substantial experience in working with donor-financed 
projects and NGOs and a higher level of English ability and procurement experience than most 
ministries. Apparently, the remaining members of procurement division have had less exposure 
to procurement under donor rules or working with English documents and take care mostly of 
procurement for government funded projects. Each of the donor financed projects has at least 
two procurement consultants (a national and an international) on intermittent basis.  
 
29. Current projects being implemented by MOALI and DRD include the World Bank financed 
NCDDP, ADB financed ERLIP, CFAVC, Emergency Support for Chin State Livelihoods 
Restoration, and the multi-donor Livelihoods and Food Security Fund (LIFT) program. 
Procurement and logistics division provides staff for procurement support for these projects. On 
donor financed projects, preparation of the terms of reference for consulting services, and 
specifications for goods/works, was done by international consultants in consultation with DRD; 
and the drafts checked and approved by DRD. Bid evaluation for procurement of consulting 
services for ERLIP was carried out by DRD together with an individual international consultant 
and a national consultant; and procurement of goods was carried out by DRD and a national 
consultant. 
 

4. Information Management 

30. DRD’s procurement information management system is both paper-based and computer-
based with lack of centralized server storage. NCDDP is notable for its use of cloud storage 
(dropbox) for data sharing, and MIS for progress monitoring. 
 
31. Publication of procurement information is limited (e.g. publication of incomplete detail of 
the content of procurement contracts, incomplete publication of contract award notices, and lack 
of updated procurement plans showing accurate information on contract award). NCDDP has 
better information management through the use of a project website which shows procurement 
opportunities. However, the website is not linked to DRD’s website under the “Opportunities” 
page. There is insufficient information provided on the nature of procurement packages – for 
example a newspaper advertisement may refer to procurement of a large number of “grievance 
boxes” but without any information on type of construction material, dimensions or function, hence 
a steel fabricator or a plastics moulder is unable to determine whether or not the package might 
be of interest and obliged to telephone DRD to request for further information. An increased level 
of awareness is required amongst DRD staff of what information is required by potential bidders, 
or invited bidders, in order to increase efficiency of procurement and to increase participation in 
bidding.  
 

5. Procurement Practices 

32. Donor financed procurement follows the donor guidelines. Methods used in ERLIP are 1 
consulting contract by quality- and cost-based selection (QCBS), 3 consulting contracts by 
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consultant qualification selection (CQS) with a mixture of nongovernment organizations (NGOs) 
and companies, 6 Individual consultants (half international, half national), and 8 shopping and 4 
direct contracts for vehicles, office equipment, and software. 
 
33. Examples of bid evaluation reports for ERLIP project prepared in 2015–2016 were 
reviewed, and showed reasonable compliance with ADB procurement guidelines, although with 
some weaknesses.  

 
34. Government financed procurement follows the government’s 2017 guidelines. Examples 
of bid opening were observed for two contracts, one for a steel structure as a roof for the bus park 
at HQ, and one for procurement of a substantial number of printers, copiers, and fax machines.  
 

(i) The bid for the steel structure used 1 envelope method and opening of the price 
bids was observed. There were 4 bids, of which 3 were below the cost estimate 
and one over. Opening was attended by representatives of the bidders, together 
with around 10 DRD staff including the director of the procurement and logistics 
division. Bids were of the order of 70 million MMK hence open bidding method had 
been applied. Advertising had been in Myanmar Alinn newspaper and DRD 
website. All bids were quoted in millions of MMK with a price quoted with 1 decimal 
place, which appeared slightly unnatural as more variety in manner of rounding or 
otherwise of prices would normally be expected.  

 
(ii) The bid for office equipment used 2 envelope method and the meeting was to 

present the evaluation results of the technical evaluation to the bidders, to receive 
bidders’ objections to and/or clarification on the evaluation result, followed by 
opening of financial bids. The meeting was attended by 11 bidders for four lots (A4 
printer, A3 printer, Copier, Fax machine). Each lot included equipment destined for 
different divisions of DRD, but each having a different specification. Hence, there 
were in fact 17 items, each of which would be contracted with the relevant division. 
Bidders did not have to bid for all items in a lot, and evaluation was made for each 
of the 17 items. Reasons for non-compliance were explained during the meeting, 
and bidders had the opportunity to clarify and for the evaluation to be revised. 
Results were presented by a projector. Transparent “ballot boxes” were used to 
hold the technical and financial envelopes. As observed in other ministries, 
specifications are more limiting than permitted under donor rules, including 
specifying the required manufacturer of the printer, and required country of origin. 
This is a shortcut means of ensuring a product of the desired quality/reliability is 
received and avoids the need to make detailed performance specifications, to 
analyze the equivalence or otherwise of products, or to try to obtain information on 
reliability. It also permits standardization of equipment, facilitating 
service/maintenance and management of consumables. However, some bidders 
that had proposed what they felt were equivalent products were informed that their 
proposed products were evaluated as non-responsive. 

 
6. Effectiveness 

35. DRD has been highly successful in managing a very large numbers of block grants 
(around 15,000 on NCDDP and ERLIP) for village infrastructure, including the promotion of 
systems for transparency in procurement and accounting, and grievance review mechanisms. 
The size ranges between $6,500 and $60,000 with the majority being below $30,000. Although 
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there were complaints regarding village infrastructure procurement delays, they were isolated 
cases only. Since ERLIP was the first ADB project of DRD, it experienced delays in the 
procurement of goods and consulting services at the initial stage of project implementation.  

7. Accountability Measures 

36. DRD has reasonable understanding of the importance of segregation of functions, proper 
functioning of committees, and compliance with ethical standards. Some requirements have only 
been recently introduced under government procurement guidelines in 2017 and implementation 
may still be weak. DRD also is in the process of establishing a dedicated unit on corruption 
prevention (Appendix 3). 
 
37. DRD must continue to ensure that there is no concentration of functions and authority in 
either (i) the Project Director, or (ii) the Director General. The agency has the advantage of a 
dedicated procurement unit and should endeavor to make full use of this resource through 
functional delegation in order to achieve separation of roles under the RCDP.  
 
B. Strengths 

38. Strengths identified are as follows: 
(i) Experience in donor procurement procedures for consulting services and goods 

for similar projects financed by ADB and World Bank; 
(ii) Experience in managing consulting and goods supply contracts; 
(iii) Has a procurement section; 
(iv) Has a number of key procurement staff with good English skills and experienced 

in donor procurement procedures; 
(v) Is considered by donors as one of the most effective implementing agencies; 
(vi) Has tested a number of different approaches to procurement of consulting services 

(CQS, QBS, QCBS, short and long-term contracts) and of goods (centralized 
procurement, local procurement, etc.) and is able to understand the advantages 
and disadvantages of various approaches; 

(vii) Has implemented tens of thousands of village level block grants for infrastructure 
and livelihoods with good systems for community involvement, transparency, 
grievance mechanism, and a low level of complaints; 

(viii) Has developed a competitive market for consulting services for support services 
for townships with a good number of participants including international and 
national firms and NGOs; and 

(ix) It is in the process of establishing a dedicated corruption prevention unit. 
 
C. Weaknesses 

39. Weaknesses identified are as follows: 
(i) The agency is reliant on a small number of procurement staff having good English 

proficiency level and experience on donor projects; there is lack of 
professionalization program; 

(ii) Publication of information is often inadequate (e.g. procurement plans not correctly 
updated, insufficient information in package title or scope of work for potential 
suppliers to decide if they are interested, contract awards data not fully published) 
and no centralized procurement website; 
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(iii) Excessive requirement for presence in Nay Pyi Taw such as for bid submission, 
clarification meetings, or other meetings, which limits participation from firms not 
having a presence in Nay Pyi Taw;  

(iv) Risk of one-sided contracting when using CQS and QBS methods which are reliant 
on negotiation of rates and terms. Key price information was not disclosed prior to 
request for proposals for the most recent round of consulting service extensions 
and bidding for new township support services contracts; and 

(v) Procurement committees with too many, too senior staff, lead to delays due to their 
unavailability for procurement meetings. 

 

D. Procurement Risk Assessment and Management Plan (P-RAMP) 

Table 6:  Risk Analysis 

Para. 
No.17 

Risk Risk 
Likelihood 

Risk 
Consequence 

Risk 
Rating 

Strategy 

A1, E4, 
C15 

Procurement committees 
with too many, too senior 
staff; leads to delays due 
to their unavailability for 
procurement meetings  

Possible 3 Moderate 3 Medium 9 Mitigate 

A6, A7, 
A16, 
A24 

Although DRD has 
extensive experience of 
procurement under donor 
guidelines, like ERLIP 
and NCDDP, it relies only 
on a few procurement 
officers. The English 
proficiency level of some 
procurement staff is low 
affecting the drafting of 
clear bidding documents 
and contracts. 

Likely 4 Minor 2 Medium 8 Mitigate 

A12, 
A14 

Weak legal system in 
Myanmar in particular 
absence of procurement 
law, template bidding 
documents, or effective 
oversight mechanisms 
may result in low level of 
compliance with 
procurement principles 
by government agencies. 

Possible 3 High 4 High 12 Mitigate 

B2 Soft copies of 
procurement documents 
are stored on individual’s 
computers which may be 
lost due to staff changes 
and absence of back up 

Possible 3 Moderate 3 Medium 9 Mitigate 

C23 Long lead time for 
procurement of 

Possible 3 Moderate 3 Medium 9 Mitigate 

                                                
17 Paragraph numbers refer to the questionnaire in Appendix 2. 
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Para. 
No.17 

Risk Risk 
Likelihood 

Risk 
Consequence 

Risk 
Rating 

Strategy 

consulting services and 
shopping for goods 
required to commence 
operations leads to 
delayed start up. 

C23 Widespread use of CQS 
and QBS places reliance 
on negotiation of prices 
with risks of either 
corruption or one-sided 
contracts 

Possible 3 Moderate 3 Medium 9 Mitigate 

 
 

Table 7:  Procurement Risk Assessment and Management Plan (P-RAMP) 

Para. No. Risk Risk Rating Mitigation measures or risk 
management plan 

A1, E4, 
C15 

Procurement committees with 
too many, too senior staff; leads 
to delays due to their 
unavailability for procurement 
meetings  

Medium DRD to reconstitute the procurement 
committee moving towards a smaller 
number (typically 3 persons) 
appropriate to the scale of the 
procurement, to be chaired by the 
procurement department to ensure 
separation of functions. 
 

A6, A7, 
A16, A24 

Although DRD has extensive 
experience of procurement 
under donor guidelines, like 
ERLIP and NCDDP, it relies 
only on a few procurement 
officers. The English proficiency 
level of some procurement staff 
is low affecting the drafting of 
clear bidding documents and 
contracts 

Medium DRD already committed to mobilize 
adequate staff to the PMU. 
 
International and national 
procurement consultants will be part 
of the PMU and PIUs and support 
project procurement. 
 
Start-up consultants will provide 
awareness and training on 
procurement including support to the 
advance actions that DRD will 
undertake. 
 
Output 3 of the project will support 
capacity building. Training modules 
on procurement will be included. 
 

A12, A14 Weak legal system in Myanmar 
in particular absence of 
procurement law, template 
bidding documents, or effective 
oversight mechanisms may 
result in low level of compliance 
with procurement principles by 
government agencies. 

Substantial The terms of reference and inputs of 
the MIC and start-up consultants 
have been drafted ensuring that 
there is sufficient technical support to 
DRD at start-up and for the duration 
of the project. 
 
 
Appropriate levels of review will be 
established for the procurement 
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Para. No. Risk Risk Rating Mitigation measures or risk 
management plan 

process (e.g. review of bidding 
documents and evaluation reports) 
particularly larger contracts.  
 
DRD will be encouraged to use the 
template bidding documents 
prepared for the project for 
government funded procurement.  
 
ADB and DRD to include a 
discussion/training on anticorruption 
and ethics in procurement prior to 
project implementation. 
 

B2 Soft copy procurement 
documents are stored on 
individual’s computers which 
may be lost due to staff changes 
and absence of back up 
 

Medium DRD procurement department to 
establish reliable means of electronic 
storage and backup system. 

C23 Long lead time for procurement 
of consulting services and 
shopping for goods required to 
commence operations leads to 
delayed start up 
 

Medium Start-up consultants will provide 
awareness and training on 
procurement including support to the 
advance actions that DRD will 
undertake. 
 
DRD committed to undertake 
advance action for these 
procurement packages. 
 

    

Overall  Medium  

 

III. PROCUREMENT PLAN 

A. Advance Contracting  

40. All advance contracting will be undertaken in conformity with the ADB Procurement Policy 
Goods, Works, Nonconsulting and Consulting Services (2017, as amended from time to time), 
and the Procurement Regulations for ADB Borrowers Goods, Works, Nonconsulting and 
Consulting Services (2017, as amended from time to time). The issuance of invitations to bid 
under advance contracting will be subject to ADB approval. The borrower, executing and 
implementing agencies have been advised that approval of advance contracting does not commit 
ADB to finance the project. 
 
41. ADB and the government identified the packages for advance action, and these are 
included in the procurement plan.  
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B Procurement of Goods, Works, Nonconsulting, and Consulting Services 

42. All procurement and recruitment will be undertaken in accordance with ADB Procurement 
Policy Goods, Works, Nonconsulting and Consulting Services (2017, as amended from time to 
time), and the Procurement Regulations for ADB Borrowers Goods, Works, Nonconsulting and 
Consulting Services (2017, as amended from time to time). Procurement planning has been 
guided by ADB’s Strategic Procurement Planning Guidance Note on Procurement (June 2018). 
 
43. The procurement of goods, works and nonconsulting services will use: open competitive 
bidding with national advertising; request for quotation, and direct contracting. Open competitive 
bidding with international advertising is not envisaged under the project. 

 
44. The Main Implementation Consultant (MIC) and five Township Cluster Service Support 
Providers (SSPs) will be recruited using the quality- and cost-based selection (QCBS) method 
with a quality-cost ratio of 90:10. 
 
45. A consulting firm will be engaged for the MIC to (i) provide management and technical 
support to DRD in the implementation of the project and meet the reporting and procedural 
requirements of ADB; (ii) strengthen the institutional and operational capacity of the DRD; 
(iii) carry out supervision of subproject activities; (iv) support project performance monitoring and 
evaluation; (v) develop and implement the capacity building master plan; and (vi) ensure adequate 
provision for compliance with social and environmental safeguards, including monitoring and 
review. The MIC will provide 952 person-months of consulting inputs (296 person-months 
international, 656 person-months national) over a period of 72 months. 
 
46. The Township Cluster SSPs will be engaged to (i) facilitate project management and 
implementation at the township, village tract, and village level, and (ii) strengthen the institutional 
and operational capacity of the implementing agency. The amount of inputs per contract depends 
on the population of the townships and consideration of travel time, on average, inputs per 
contract will be about 10,324 person-months. 

 
47. The draft 18-month procurement plan indicating review procedures, goods, works, 
consulting and non-consulting service contract packages and open competitive bidding guidelines 
is in Appendix 4. The procurement plan shows expenditure totalling $52.517 million. Outside the 
procurement plan are block grants for community infrastructure and livelihood investment. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

48. The procurement risk assessment rating of the agency reflects the national procurement 
risk rating as assessed by ADB in 2015, and reflects the current state of the legal framework for 
procurement in the country, and that institutional arrangements and anti-corruption systems are 
at a low level of development.  
 

Table 8: Summary of assessed scores of country and agency 

Indicators/Questions Country / Agency 

Country DRD 

1. Legislative and Regulatory Framework 2.00 2.00 

2. Institutional Framework/Mgmt. Capacity 1.50 1.50 

3. Procurement Operations/ Market Practices 1.70 2.00 

4. Integrity and Transparency of the Public Procurement 2.00 2.00 
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System 

OVERALL SCORES  1.80 1.88 
Note: Scores are from a maximum of 3 points. The scoring guide and score sheets are attached in Appendix 1. 

 
49. The score for the agency is assessed as higher than the national rating due to a higher 
score under Procurement Operations/Market Practices, based on the good systems for receiving 
and handling observations and complaints arising under projects with community participation. 
Other positive factors to be noted, which are not fully reflected in the scoring system are: (i) the 
extensive experience of the agency with donor financed procurement, compared to other 
government agencies; (ii) the high proportion of procurement value for community development 
contracts which have a lower risk profile due to the use of strong information disclosure 
mechanisms and close involvement by the community in project planning and implementation; 
and (iii) the attitude and dedication of the agency staff which leads donors to consider it as one of 
the best agencies.  
 
50. With continued experience and development, the staff are capable of undertaking the 
procurement but will require ongoing support at this stage. In the interim, it is suggested that 
international procurement support be provided. This is particularly important given the introduction 
of ADB’s new procurement policy which introduces major changes, and this will be DRD’s first 
project to apply the new policy. 
 
51. At this stage on the development of procurement capacity and capability the 
recommended approach is: 
 

(i) Provision of assistance by an International Procurement Specialist for startup 
support with an emphasis on mentoring and support, to prepare and explain the 
procurement plan, bid documents, to draft bid evaluation reports, and participate 
in bid evaluation committee meetings; 

(ii) Assignment by DRD of a sufficient number of dedicated staff in the PMU and PIUs 
that will be responsible for procurement and contract management. 

(iii) Sharing by DRD with their designated procurement team members examples of 
(a) bidding documents, (b) Q&A with bidders, (c) bid evaluation reports, 
(d) contract negotiations, and (e) signed contracts. 

(iv) Briefing to the DRD procurement team by the international procurement specialist 
on the findings of the OAI procurement-related reviews of other ADB financed 
projects. 

(v) Briefing to the DRD procurement team on ADB’s new procurement policy, new 
guidelines and templates, and impact on the proposed project. 

(vi) Assignment of the director of procurement department as chair of the bid 
evaluation committee for high value contracts to provide separation of duties from 
the project director.    

(vii) Efficiency of procurement to be improved by use of bid evaluation committees for 
low value contracts with smaller number of staff - 3 persons only, and to be staffed 
by more junior staff, e.g. chaired by a member of procurement division, together 
with the project procurement specialist, and a specialist having technical 
knowledge of the product under procurement.  

(viii) To verify compliance of the bid evaluation reports with ADB procurement policy, 
ADB to independently prior review bid evaluation reports of higher value contracts, 
together with the lowest evaluated bids, and disqualified bids.





  

SECTOR OR AGENCY PROCUREMENT ASSESSMENT 
 QUESTIONNAIRE   

 
AGENCY NAME: DEPARTMENT OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT (DRD), MINISTRY OF 

AGRICULTURE, LIVESTOCK, AND IRRIGATION (MOALI) 
 

Scoring Guide 
 
Indicators/Questions Sector/Agency 

Questions 
Scoring Guide18 

1. Legislative and Regulatory Framework 

1.1 Does the national 
public procurement 
law (including 
supporting 
regulations, 
standard bidding 
documents and 
operational 
manuals/guides) 
apply to the sector?  

Is the sector exempted by 
legislation from being 
subject to the national 
public procurement law? 
 
Even if subject to the 
national public 
procurement law, does 
the sector tend to follow 
it? 
 
Do agencies in the sector 
use government-issued 
public procurement 
manuals or guidance? 
 
Have government-issued 
documents been tailored 
to meet sector 
requirements? 
 
In absence of 
government-issued 
documents, does the 
sector have its own 
standard bidding 
documents/guidelines? 

3 – The sector has its own regulations, processes, 
guidelines, bidding documents that are superior to 
those in the national public procurement system. 
 
2 – The sector is subject to the national 
procurement law and tends to follow it.  Generally 
uses the national procurement processes, 
guidelines, bidding documents  
 
1 – The sector is subject to the national 
procurement law but tends to not follow it.  Frequent 
deviations from national procurement processes, 
guidelines, bidding documents. 
 
0 – The sector is exempt from, or does not follow, 
the national public procurement system, and does 
not have its own regulations, processes, guidelines, 
bidding documents that compensate for this. 

1.2 Is the supply market 
for the sector 
sufficiently 
competitive to give 
full effect to the 
national 
procurement law 
and/or open 
competitive 
tendering?  

Is competitive bidding a 
common feature under 
the sector? 
 
Is there a core of 
suppliers in the sector 
who regularly submit 
responsive bids? 
 
What proportion, by %, of 
the sector’s procurement 

3 – Competitive bidding is more prevalent (by %) in 
the sector than generally evident in the country. A 
core of suppliers in the sector regularly submits 
responsive bids. At least 5 bidders on average per 
contract. EAs make sufficient efforts to attract bids. 
 
2 - Competitive bidding in the sector is consistent 
with that generally evident in the country. A core of 
suppliers in the sector regularly submit bids, but 
often nonresponsive. At least 3 bidders on average 
per contract.  EAs generally make sufficient efforts 
to attract bids. 

                                                
18 This guide does not replace professional judgment about the capacity of the sector relative to that of the country 

procurement system. If considerations other than this guide are used, mention them in the ‘Narrative’ column of the 
questionnaire. 
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Indicators/Questions Sector/Agency 

Questions 
Scoring Guide18 

is undertaken through 
open competitive bidding? 
 
What is the average 
number of bidders for 
publicly bid contracts? 
 
Do EAs tend to make 
sufficient efforts to attract 
bids (e.g. adequate 
advertising, bidding 
periods)? 
Is there availability and 
quality of suppliers, labor 
force and/or related goods 
and services in the 
domestic market? 

 
1 - Competitive bidding in the sector is less 
prevalent than that generally evident in the country. 
Suppliers tend to submit one-off but often 
responsive bids. At least 2 bidders on average per 
contract. EAs often do not make sufficient efforts to 
attract bids. 
 
0 – Competitive bidding in the sector is much 
weaker than that generally seen in the country. 
Suppliers tend to submit one-off, nonresponsive 
bids. Less than 2 bidders on average per contract. 
EAs rarely do not make sufficient efforts to attract 
bids. 

1.3 If there is a sector 
specific legal 
framework, does it 
support non-
discriminatory 
participation, 
transparent tender 
processes (including 
advertisement, 
tender 
documentation, 
tender evaluation, 
complaints 
mechanism)? 

Has the sector adopted 
non-discriminator, 
transparent tender 
processes? 
 
What is the average 
number of bidders for 
publicly bid contracts? 

3 – At least 5 bidders on average per contract 
 
2 – At least 3 bidders on average per contract 
 
1 – At least 2 bidders on average per contract 
 
0 – Less than 2 bidders on average per contract 

1.4 Is the sector 
subjected to 
excessive regulation 
or government 
control such that 
competition is 
limited or non-
existent? 

Does the sector apply a 
domestic preference 
scheme? 
 
Does the sector require 
pre-registration of 
bidders?  
 
Are there acceptable 
provisions in the sector for 
the participation of State 
Owned Enterprises? 

3 – There are no restrictions on nationality of 
bidders or origins of goods, there is no domestic 
preference scheme, effective pre-registration 
processes rigorously followed, acceptable 
provisions govern participation of state owned 
enterprises. 
 
2 – No restrictions on nationality of bidders or origin 
of goods, or pre-registration process exists but not 
rigorously followed, or weak or unclear provisions 
governing participation of state owned enterprises. 
 
1 – Some restrictions on nationality of bidders, or 
domestic preference scheme exists, improvements 
needed pre-registration process, lack of clarity on 
participation by state owned enterprises. 
 
0 -  Restrictions on nationality of bidders, domestic 
preference scheme in place, no pre-registration of 
bidders required, no specific guidance with respect 
to state owned enterprises  
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Indicators/Questions Sector/Agency 
Questions 

Scoring Guide18 

1.5  Does the legal and 
regulatory 
framework enable 
the sector/agency to 
use  an e-
procurement system 

Does the sector/agency 
abide by the  rules, 
regulations and guidelines 
for  the use of e-
procurement incorporated 
in the national 
procurement laws? 

 

Are there tender/bidding 
procedures, contract 
management processes 
and approval ceilings in 
the sector/agency e-
procurement 
implementation 

3 – The sector/agency implements the same e-
procurement rules, regulations  and guidelines 
consistent with the national procurement laws. 

 

2 – The Sector/agency tender/bidding procedures 
and contract management processes are subject to 
the national e-procurement law but implement it 
with some variations specific to sector/agency. 

1 – The sector/agency is subject to the national e-
procurement law but does not follow it. 
Sector/agency uses its own rules and regulations 

 

0 – The sector/agency is exempt from or does not 
follow the national e-procurement system and does 
not have its own regulation, process, guidelines. 

2. Institutional Framework and Management Capacity 

2.1 Is the procurement 
cycle in the sector 
required to be tied 
to an annual 
budgeting cycle (i.e. 
can a procurement 
activity commence 
only when budget 
has been duly 
appropriated for it? 

Are procurement plans in 
the sector prepared on as 
part of the budget 
planning and formulation 
process? 
 
Do systems and 
processes in the sector or 
key agencies in the sector 
require certification of 
availability of funds before 
solicitation of tenders? 

3 – Procurement plans are prepared as part of the 
annual budget process; budget availability 
confirmed prior to solicitation of tenders. 
 
2 – Budget availability confirmed prior to solicitation 
of tenders; limited procurement planning serving as 
input to budget formulation 
 
1 – Procurement planning factors into budget 
formulation, but budget availability need not be 
confirmed prior to solicitation of tenders. 
 
0 – Procurement planning does not factor into 
budget formulation and budget availability need not 
be confirmed prior to solicitation of tenders 

2.2 Does the system 
foster efficiency 
through the use of 
adequate planning? 

Does the sector, or key 
agencies in the sector, 
have a formalized 
procurement planning 
process(s)? 

3 – There is a regular planning exercise that starts 
with the preparation of multiyear operating plans 
followed by annual procurement plans with 
associated expenditures that forms part of the 
annual budget formulation process. 
 
2 – Multiyear operating plans and annual 
procurement plans are prepared independently of 
budget preparation, but these are revised in line 
with forward budget estimates 
1 – Annual procurement plans are prepared, but 
these are not linked to multiyear operating plans 
and/or not linked to budget formulation. 
 
0 – Procurement plans are not prepared 

2.3 Does the 
procurement system 
in the sector feature 
an 

Does the sector fall under 
the remit of the national 
oversight/regulatory 
body?  

3 – There is a national procurement oversight body 
that covers agency procurement 
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Indicators/Questions Sector/Agency 

Questions 
Scoring Guide18 

oversight/regulatory 
body? 

 
If a national body does 
not exist, is there a 
sector-specific body that 
oversees/regulates 
procurement? 

2 – There is no national body, however, a sector 
specific body oversees and regulates procurement 
in the sector. 
 
1 – There is a national regulatory body, but limited 
clarity with respect to its scope and or ability to 
oversee/regulate procurement in the sector 
 
0 – There is no body, at the national or sector level, 
that oversees or regulates procurement 

2.4 Is there a public 
procurement 
capacity 
development or 
professionalization 
program? 

What proportion of 
procurement-related 
officers and staff in the 
sector has been trained 
under the national or 
sector capacity 
development program or 
participated in any formal 
procurement training 
program? 

3 – At least 80% of procurement staff 
 
2 – At least 60% of procurement staff 
 
1 – At least 20% of procurement staff 
 
0 – Less than 20% of procurement staff 

2.5 Is there a 
dedicated group 
institutionalized for 
e-procurement in 
the 
sector/agency’s 
procurement unit? 

Does the sector/agency 
use the national e-
procurement system or 
does it have its own e-
procurement system? 

 

Is e-procurement 
strategically positioned in 
the sector/agency’s 
governance map/long 
term development plan? 

 

How is e-procurement 
positioned within the 
overall sector/agency 
structure? 

 

Does the sector/agency 
have  sufficient IT 
infrastructure to support 
e-procurement 

3 – The sector/agency  has its own e-procurement 
unit, but there is a national oversight.  E-
procurement is a strategy identified in the 
sector/agency’s procurement plan;  

 

2 – The sector/agency has its own e-procurement 
unit but there is no national oversight. 
Sector/agency specific body oversees e-
procurement 

 

1 – The sector/agency relies on the national e-
procurement unit and there is limited clarity on the 
role and responsibility for e-procurement in the 
sector/agency 

 

0 – There is no dedicated group in the 
sector/agency and no national e-procurement unit. 

2.6 If an e-procurement 
system is used in 
the sector/agency, 
is there a structured 
approach to 
capacity building 
and analyzing its 
effective use? 

What is the 
sector/agency’s e-
procurement capacity to 
implement system? 

 

Does the agency/e-
procurement unit 
recognize the need for 
knowledge and skill 

3 – At least 75% of e-procurement staff have 
completed up to 3 weeks of national e-procurement 
training 

2 – At least 55% of e-procurement staff have 
completed a one week e-procurement training 
program 

1 -  At least 25% of e-procurement staff have 
completed a one day  e-procurement training 
program 
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Questions 

Scoring Guide18 

building for the new way 
of working under e-
procurement 

0 – Up to  20% of the e-procurement staff have had 
no training 

3. Procurement Operations and Market Practices 

3.1 Is private sector 
competitive, well 
organized and able 
to access the sector 
market? 

Is the private sector well 
organized and able to 
access the sector market? 
 
Do civil society 
organizations regard 
public procurement in the 
sector to be open and 
accessible to the market? 
 

3 – The private sector is competitive, well organized 
and able to participate in the competition for sector 
procurement contracts; there are no major 
constraints inhibiting private access to sector 
procurement. 
 
2 – There is a reasonable well-functioning private 
sector serving the agency but competition for large 
contracts is concentrated in a relatively small 
number of firms; there are some constraints 
inhibiting private sector access to sector 
procurement. 
 
1 – The private sector serving the agency is 
relatively weak and/or competition is limited due to 
monopolistic or oligopolistic features; there are 
multiple constraints inhibiting private sector access 
to sector procurement. 
 
0 – The private sector is not well organized and 
lacks capacity to access sector procurement 
markets; there are major constraints which 
discourage competition from the private sector. 
 

3.2 Do measures exist 
in the sector to 
ensure the 
adequacy and 
accuracy of cost 
estimates before 
bidding, and to 
manage contract 
price variations? 

 

What percentage of 
contracts is awarded for 
values less than the 
original cost estimates? 
 
 
 
 
 
What percentage of 
contract variations 
amount to a cumulative 
impact of more than 10% 
of the original contract 
price? 

3 – More than 75% of the contract awards sampled  
 
2 – 50 – 75% of contracts awards sampled  
 
1 – 20 - 50% of contracts awards sampled  
 
0 – Less than 20% of contract awards sampled  
 
 
3 – Less than 10% of contracts sampled  
 
2 – 10 – 20% of contracts sampled 
 
1 – 20 – 50% of contracts sampled 
 
0 – More than 50% of contracts sampled 
 

3.3 Is the private sector 
able to access and 
fully participate in 
the sector/agency e-
procurement 
activities 

What functions exist and 
are being used in the 
sector/agency e-
procurement system? 

Are all forms 
available/accessible 
online? 

3 – Private sector is generally able to access and 
participate competitively through e-procurement; e-
procurement system is an end-to-end solution;  
there are no constraints prohibiting any firm to 
access or use sector/agency e-procurement system 
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Questions 
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Do bidders pay any fees 
for the use of the system? 

What other government IT 
systems does the e-
procurement system link 
to? 

Are foreign bidders able 
to participate in  the 
sector/agency e-
procurement? 

What percentage of 
sector/agency’s total  bids 
are transacted through 
the e-procurement 
system? 

2 – e-procurement system  is accessible to private 
sector but there are only a concentrated number of 
firms  in the sector that are accessing and 
participating in bidding; use of the system is limited 
to MDB funded projects 

 

1 – The use of  e-procurement system in the 
sector/agency is limited due to non-competitive 
factors 

 

0 – The private sector does not have the capacity to 
access e-procurement system; there are major 
system constraints and weaknesses that hinder the 
active participation in e-procurement 

3.4 Do commercial bank 
practices support 
the private sector 
industry and 
procurement 
operations 
adequately? 

Have banks delegated 
powers to branches to 
issue bid security, 
advance payment 
security, and performance 
security expeditiously? 

Do banks generally play a 
supporting role in 
assisting contractors, 
especially small ones for 
obtaining such securities? 

Do banks generally 
provide necessary credit 
facilities to the 
construction industry 
(especially small and 
medium-sized firms)? 

3 – Bank branches have adequate powers to issue 
bid securities, advance payment securities, and 
performance securities without major delays and 
reference to headquarters. Private sector is 
generally able to access bank credit facilities 
without much hindrance. 

2 – Only some banks or branches are generally 
geared to issue such securities expeditiously and 
grant credit facilities without much hindrance to all 
competitive firms.  

1 – Only some banks or branches are generally 
geared to issue such securities expeditiously and 
grant credit facilities without much hindrance, but 
they do so after reference to headquarters and only 
to large- and medium-sized firms. 

0 – No bank can issue securities and credit facilities 
without reference to headquarters. Small firms 
cannot obtain such facilities at all. 

3.5 Is there a 
mechanism in the 
sector to receive 
and handle 
observations, 
complaints and 
protests? 

Are there sector-specific 
procedures to receive and 
handle observations, 
complaints and protests? 
 
Are complaints and 
protests in the sector 
processed within the 
maximum time limit 
provided for in the law? 
 
Have bidders used the 
complaint and protests 
mechanisms? 

3 – The complaint review system has precise and 
reasonable conditions and timeframes for decision 
with clear enforcement authority and mechanisms; 
more than 90% of complaints are processed with 
stipulated timeframes;  
 
2 – There are terms and timeframes for resolution 
of complaints but authority for enforcement is 
unclear; more than 75% of complaints are 
processed within stipulated timeframes; 
 
1 – Terms and timeframes for resolution of 
complaints are vague; the time to resolve 
complaints is tracked by the agency. 
 
0 – There is no effective or functioning complaints 
mechanism 
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4. Integrity and Transparency of the Public Procurement System 

4.1 Is there a formal 
internal control and 
audit framework? 

Do key agencies in the 
sector have an 
independent internal audit 
function? 
 
Do key agencies in the 
sector have adequate 
internal control 
mechanisms to oversee 
the procurement function? 
 
Are key agencies in the 
sector subjected to 
regular performance or 
value for money audits? 
 
Are key agencies in the 
sector subjected to annual 
financial audits? 
 
Are internal or external 
audit 
findings/recommendations 
acted on in a timely 
fashion? 

3 – The sector has an effective internal control 
framework including an independent internal audit 
function; annual financial audits are conducted; 
audit recommendations are implemented within six 
months; no significant outstanding audit findings for 
more than six months. 
 
2 – The sector has effective segregation of duties; 
an internal audit function exists but capacity is 
weak, or the function is not sufficiently independent; 
annual financial audits are audited with reasonably 
time disposition of audit findings. 
 
1 – The sector has effective segregations of duties 
and is subjected to annual audit; There is no 
internal audit function and/or audit findings are not 
disposed of in a timely fashion. 
 
0 – The internal system is weak, with no internal 
audit, limited external audit and audit findings are 
not disposed of in a timely fashion 
 

4.2 Is information 
pertaining to public 
procurement in the 
sector easy to find, 
comprehensive and 
relevant? 

What percentage of bids 
is published in a medium 
that is easily and freely 
accessible? 
 
Can bidders easily and 
freely access bid 
information? 
 
What is the percentage of 
contract awards 
announced in medium 
that is easily and freely 
accessible? 
 
Are third party observers 
invited to attend public 
biddings? 

3 – At least 80% of bids are published; at least 80% 
of contract awards are published; bidders can easily 
and freely access bid and contract award 
information; third partner observes invited to attend 
public biddings. 
 
2 – A least 60% of bids are published; at least 60% 
of contract awards are published; bidders can easily 
and freely access either bid and/or contract award 
information; third partner observers may attend 
public biddings. 
 
1 – At least 20 % of bids are published; at least 
20% of contract awards are published; bidders have 
some access to bid and contract award information 

0 – Less than 20% of bids are published, less than 
20% of contract awards are published. 

4.3 Can bidders and 
other stakeholders 
easily access 
sector/agency’s 
procurement 
information through 
the e-procurement 
system? 

What is  civil society’s 
involvement in the 
ector/agency’s e-
procurement system? 

 

What kind of dynamics 
exist between/among 

3 – At least  80% of  bids and awards information 
are published and is readily accessible at all times 
in e-procurement site; third party observers from 
CSOs and other partner groups  are able to access 
and download e-procurement information. 
Generally very cooperative relationship from all 
stakeholder groups; CSOs and other partner groups 
able use e-procurement system for monitoring 
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private sector and other 
stakeholder groups 

 

Are bidders and other 
stakeholders able to 
monitor all the agency’s e-
procurement 
transactions? 

2 – At least  55% of  bids and awards information 
are published and readily accessible at all times in 
e-procurement site; some third party observers from 
CSOs and other partner groups  are able to access 
and download e-procurement information. Some 
stakeholder groups are not supportive of e-
procurement; Some stakeholders use e-
procurement system to monitor process and results 

1 - At least  25% of  bids and awards information 
are published and  readily accessible at all times in 
e-procurement site; Bidders are able to access and 
download e-procurement information.  Negligible 
stakeholder support for e-procurement;  

0 – Below 20% of  bids and awards information are 
published and  readily accessible at all times in e-
procurement site; Bidders are unable to access and 
download e-procurement information.  

4.4 Does the sector 
have ethics and 
anticorruption 
measures in place? 

Are there sector-specific 
procedures to verify a 
bidder’s legitimate 
existence, track records, 
financial capacity and 
capacity to complete the 
job? 
 
Are there sector-specific 
procedures to rate 
performance and/or debar 
bidders, supplier, 
contractors and 
consultants for ethical or 
integrity violations? 
 
Does the sector, or key 
agencies in the sector, 
maintain a register of 
debarred suppliers, 
contractors and 
consultants? 
 
Are there sector-specific 
integrity principles and 
guidelines? 

3 – The sector has an active anticorruption/ 
Integrity program(s) in place; the sector has 
mechanisms to debar firms for failure to perform 
and/or integrity violations; the sector has sufficient 
supplier due diligence processes; the sector has 
clear policy, procedures and/or frameworks 
governing conflict of interest. 
 
2 – The sector has mechanisms to debar firms for 
failure to perform and/or integrity violations, or 
mechanisms to report suspected violations to a 
national or sector wide anticorruption body; they 
sector has sufficient supplier due diligence 
processes; the concept of conflict of interest is 
defined. 
 
1 – The sector has sufficient supplier due diligence 
processes including need to address conflict of 
interest. 
 
0 – The sector does not have a formal system(s) to 
deal with integrity violations, conflicts of interest, 
and/or fraud and corruption. 
 

 
 
 

Summary Sheet  
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Indicators/Questions 

Verified 

Country 

Score 

Sector/ 

Agency 

Scores
19 

 

 

Comments 

1.   Legislative and Regulatory 

Framework 

Average 

= 2 

Average 

= 2 

 

1.1 Does the national public procurement 
law (including supporting regulations, 
standard bidding documents and 
operational manuals/guides) apply to 
the sector?  

2 2 There is no Law on Public Procurement 
(including supporting regulations, 
standard bidding documents and 
operational manuals or guides). Lack of a 
thorough understanding of the public 
procurement sometimes leads to errors in 
the way they are applied and consequent 
delays in the procurement process. 
 
ADB standard bidding documents must be 
used either in its standard or modified 
approved form. 

1.2 Is the supply market for the sector 
sufficiently competitive to give full effect 
to the national procurement law and/or 
open competitive tendering?  

2 2 Yes. Competitive bidding in the sector is 
consistent with that generally evident in the 
country. A core group of suppliers in the 
sector regularly submits bids, generally 
with at least three bidders per contract 
being responsive. The EA generally makes 
sufficient efforts to attract bids. 

1.3 If there is a sector specific legal 
framework, does it support non-
discriminatory participation, transparent 
tender processes (including 
advertisement, tender documentation, 
tender evaluation, complaints 
mechanism)? 

2 2 In general, the EA and IA follows the 
national framework and procurement rules 
that support non- discriminatory 
participation and transparent procurement 
processes including advertisement, tender 
documentation, tender evaluation, 
complaints mechanism. The average 
number of bidders usually exceeds three. 

1.4 Is the sector subjected to excessive 
regulation or government control such 
that competition is limited or non-
existent? 

2 2 The procurement rules do not provide 
adequate acceptable provisions for the 
participation of all bidders and rules for 
state-owned enterprises. The rules for 
externally-funded procurement only shall 
apply. 
 

There is no domestic preference under the 
national competitive bidding, no restrictions 
on nationality (other than ADB member 
countries only for ADB funded contracts), 
acceptable provisions for participation of 
state owned enterprises and acceptable 
pre-registration schemes for bidders. 

2. Institutional 
Framework/Management Capacity 

Average 
= 1.5 

Average 
= 1.5 

 

2.1 Is the procurement cycle in the sector 
required to be tied to an annual 
budgeting cycle (i.e. can a procurement 
activity commence only when budget 
has been duly appropriated for it? 

1 1 Procurement in DRD can only commence 
when there is an allocated budget.  
Departments prepare a procurement plan 
based on their annual budget but the 
information is not published. In some cases, 
regular updating/publication of the updated 
procurement plans is not carried out. 

                                                
19 If the sector is fully consistent with the country procurement system on an issue, apply the score allocated to the 

corresponding question in the country assessment. 
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Indicators/Questions 

Verified 

Country 

Score 

Sector/ 

Agency 

Scores
19 

 

 

Comments 

2.2 Does the system foster efficiency 
through the use of adequate planning? 

2 2 Regulations require annual procurement 
plans to be prepared and formulated at 
the beginning of the fiscal year. 

2.3 Does the procurement system in the 
sector feature an oversight/regulatory 
body? 

2 2 The sector falls under the remit of the 
national regulatory body, Ministry of Finance 
and Ministry of Commerce (MOC). However, 
the remit of those agencies does not extend 
to audits or carrying out the duties of an 
independent public procurement agency. 

2.4 Is there a public procurement capacity 
development or professionalization 
program? 

1 1 There is no formal public procurement 
capacity building program. There is no 
internationally recognized professional 
training program. 

3.   Procurement Operations/ Market 
Practices 

Average 
= 1.7 

Average 
= 2 

 

3.1 Is private sector competitive, well 
organized and able to access the 
sector market? 

2 2 Generally, the private sector is organized 
and able to access the sector market, 
gaining information on upcoming 
opportunities through local advertisement, 
donor partners’ websites and visiting the EA 
and IAs project office. 

3.2 Do measures exist in the sector to 
ensure the adequacy and accuracy of 
cost estimates before bidding, and to 
manage contract price variations?  

2 2 All state budget funded projects have 
contract amount below the cost estimate. For 
donor funded projects, for CPP it is 
compulsory to be within the block grant 
amount. For goods around 90% are under 
the cost estimate. For donor financed 
projects, there have been many 
variations >10% for consulting services. 

3.3 Do commercial bank practices support 
the private sector industry and 
procurement operations adequately? 

- 2 Myanmar government agencies sometimes 
requires bonds to be issued by a 
government bank. Foreign bidders may find 
that their bank won’t work with the Myanmar 
bank that needs to issue the bond either 
because it is not a correspondent bank, or 
due to the impact of US sanctions. Myanmar 
bidders have better access to issue of 
bonds. 

3.4 Is there a mechanism in the sector to 
receive and handle observations, 
complaints and protests?  

1 2 On donor projects there is a vibrant system 
for receiving grievances at the village level, 
and these are monitored and processed. 
There is little evidence how the agency 
receives and handles complaints and 
protests for larger contracts.  

4.    Integrity and Transparency of the 
Public Procurement System 

Average 
= 2 

Average 
= 2 

 

4.1 Is there a formal internal control and 
audit framework in the sector? 

2 2 Yes. The sector has effective segregation of 
duties; an internal audit function exists; 
annual financial audits are audited with 
reasonably time disposition of audit 
findings. Regulations require annual 
external financial audit of funded projects. 

4.2 Is information pertaining to public 
procurement in the sector easy to find, 
comprehensive and relevant? 

2 2 All bids are publicly advertised following 
government / donor regulations, but 
information is sometimes insufficient or 
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Indicators/Questions 

Verified 

Country 

Score 

Sector/ 

Agency 

Scores
19 

 

 

Comments 

unclear for potential bidders. Contract 
awards and other procurement information 
are generally not published and are not 
easily and freely accessible. 

4.3 Does the sector have ethics and 
anticorruption measures in place? 

2 2  

OVERALL SCORES Average 
of 
indicator 
= 1.8 

Average 
of 
indicator 
= 1.88 
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QUESTIONNAIRE  
 

Indicators/Questions Sector/Agency Questions Score Narrative20 

1. Legislative and Regulatory Framework 

1.1  Does the national 
public procurement 
law (including 
supporting 
regulations, 
standard bidding 
documents and 
operational 
manuals/guides) 
apply to the sector?  

Is the sector exempted by legislation 
from being subject to the national 
public procurement law? 
 
Even if subject to the national public 
procurement law, does the sector 
tend to follow it? 
 
Do agencies in the sector use 
government-issued public 
procurement manuals or guidance? 
 
Have government-issued documents 
been tailored to meet sector 
requirements? 
 
In absence of government-issued 
documents, does the sector have its 
own standard bidding 
documents/guidelines? 

2 There is no exemption for the 
sector. 

Procurement law is currently 
being drafted with support by 
ADB, JICA, WB. Ministries are 
working under 2017 
procurement guidelines 
entitled “Direction 1/2017 
issued April 2017 by the 
President's office on Tender 
Procedure to be followed in 
respect of construction, 
procurement of goods and 
services, and leasing and 
selling carried out by 
government departments and 
organizations” DRD follows 
the 2017 guidelines. DRD 
considers quality of the 
guidelines is fair. 

There is no national manual.  

There are no government 
issued templates. 

For donor-financed projects 
DRD has been using WB/ADB 
templates for consultant and 
shopping procurement. Goods 
template has been used for 
some lots on NCDDP. Works 
template has not been used. 

1.2  Is the supply 
market for the 
sector sufficiently 
competitive to give 
full effect to the 
national 
procurement law 
and/or open 
competitive 
tendering?  

Is competitive bidding a common 
feature under the sector? 
 
Is there a core of suppliers in the 
sector who regularly submit 
responsive bids? 
 
What proportion, by %, of the sector’s 
procurement is undertaken through 
open competitive bidding? 
 
What is the average number of 
bidders for publicly bid contracts? 
 
Do EAs tend to make sufficient efforts 
to attract bids (eg. adequate 
advertising, bidding periods)? 

2 Yes, although the small value 
of contracts means that much 
of DRD procurement is below 
the threshold for open 
competitive bidding, and 
mostly uses Community 
Participation on Procurement 
(CPP) method, and some 
shopping. 

Yes. For donor-financed 
consulting services there are 
a number of companies and 
NGO’s that regularly bid. Also 
for IT equipment and vehicles 
there are regular bidders. For 
state budget financed works 
similar. For donor-financed 

                                                
20 Describe how the sector meets the guidance applicable to the score allocated, or other justification for the score. 
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Is there availability and quality of 
suppliers, labor force and/or related 
goods and services in the domestic 
market? 

goods and works, most uses 
CPP, with some by shopping.  

Open competitive bidding is 
used for around 10% of DRD 
procurement, the remainder 
being for low value contracts 
and applying shopping or 
CPP. 

Typically 3-5 bids, 
occasionally lower.  

Yes, for donor financed 
procurement the project 
administration manual is 
followed. For state budget 
procurement, bidding period is 
14 days. Requirements are: 
<MMK10 million - 3 quotations 
(shopping), MMK10 – 100 
million - shopping with advert 
on notice board), >MMK100 
million - open tender with 
newspaper advert. Myanmar 
language advertising is in 
Myanmar Alinn newspaper, 
and in English in New Light of 
Myanmar. No adverts are 
found on DRD website but 
there is a link to NCDDP 
website which has adverts. 

With the exception of 
procurement of IT goods, and 
vehicles, shopping is 
problematic especially in rural 
areas as many firms verbally 
give a price but not written 
quotations. 

1.3  If there is a sector 
specific legal 
framework, does it 
support non-
discriminatory 
participation, 
transparent tender 
processes 
(including 
advertisement, 
tender 
documentation, 
tender evaluation, 
complaints 
mechanism)? 

Has the sector adopted non-
discriminatory, transparent tender 
processes? 

 
What is the average number of 
bidders for publicly bid contracts? 

2 There is no sector-specific 
legal framework. 

Donor financed projects using 
community-based 
procurement make strong 
efforts for transparent 
budgeting and contracting. 
Donor financed shopping 
method follows donor 
procedures. 

For state budget DRD 
procurement transparency is 
fair. Advertising and tender 
period is acceptable, but 
product specification by make/ 
model / country of origin is too 
restrictive. 
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Average number of bids – see 
above. 

1.4  Is the sector 
subjected to 
excessive 
regulation or 
government control  
such that 
competition is 
limited or non-
existent? 

Does the sector apply a domestic 
preference scheme? 
 
Does the sector require pre-
registration of bidders?  
 
Are there acceptable provisions in the 
sector for the participation of State 
Owned Enterprises? 
 

2 No. 
 
Foreign bidders do not need 
to register in Myanmar.  
 
Participation of state-owned 
enterprises is not addressed 
in the guidelines.  
 

2.    Institutional Framework and Management Capacity 

2.1 Is the procurement 
cycle in the sector 
required to be tied 
to an annual 
budgeting cycle 
(i.e. can a 
procurement 
activity commence 
only when budget 
has been duly 
appropriated for it? 

 

Are procurement plans in the sector 
prepared as part of the budget 
planning and formulation process? 
 
Do systems and processes in the 
sector or key agencies in the sector 
require certification of availability of 
funds before solicitation of tenders? 

1 Procurement in DRD can only 
commence when there is an 
allocated budget. 
Departments prepare a 
procurement plan based on 
their annual budget but the 
information is not published. 
 
Yes. 

2.2 Does the system 
foster efficiency 
through the use of 
adequate planning? 

 

Does the sector, or key agencies in 
the sector, have a formalized 
procurement planning process(s)? 

2 Regulations require annual 
procurement plans to be 
prepared and formulated at the 
beginning of the fiscal year which 
are then approved by the 
Parliament. 

2.3 Does the 
procurement 
system in the 
sector feature an 
oversight/regulatory 
body? 

Does the sector fall under the remit of 
the national oversight/regulatory 
body?  
 
If a national body does not exist, is 
there a sector-specific body that 
oversees/regulates procurement? 
 

2 There is no national oversight 
body specifically for 
procurement. The office of the 
Auditor General covers 
procurement as part of its 
overall auditing of government 
accounts. 
No. 

2.4  Is there a public 
procurement 
capacity 
development or 
professionalization 
program? 

What proportions of procurement-
related officers and staff in the sector 
have been trained under the national 
or sector capacity development 
program or participated in any formal 
procurement training program? 

1 There is no formal training 
program for government 
budget funded projects. On-
the-job training is applied. 
For donor-financed projects 
procurement training has 
been given e.g. ADB has 
given full procurement 
trainings several times per 
year, plus 1 week anti-
corruption training, 3 days 
intro to e-procurement etc. 

3.   Procurement Operations and Market Practices 
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3.1  Is private sector 
competitive, well 
organized and able 
to access the 
sector market? 

Is the private sector well organized 
and able to access the sector market? 
 
Do civil society organizations regard 
public procurement in the sector to be 
open and accessible to the market? 
 

2 For procurement of consulting 
services on donor-financed 
projects there is a reasonably 
well functioning private sector 
including both firms and 
NGOs. For procurement of 
goods on donor-financed 
projects there is also a 
reasonably well functioning 
private sector.  
Civil society has a positive 
view of DRD’s projects due to 
their focus on community 
involvement in decision 
making, in carrying out the 
work, and transparency. 

3.2  Do measures exist 
in the sector to 
ensure the 
adequacy and 
accuracy of cost 
estimates before 
bidding, and to 
manage contract 
price variations? 

 

What percentages of contracts are 
awarded for values less than the 
original cost estimates? 
 
What percentage of contract 
variations amount to a cumulative 
impact of more than 10% of the 
original contract price? 

2 All government budget funded 
projects have contract amount 
below the cost estimate. For 
donor funded projects, for 
CDD it is compulsory to be 
within the block grant amount. 
For goods, around 90% are 
under the cost estimate. 
 
For donor financed projects, 
there have been many 
variations >10% for consulting 
services. For goods there are 
no such variations. For CPP, 
the “contract amount” is 
limited to the value of the 
block grant. 

3.3  Is there a 
mechanism  in the 
sector to receive 
and handle 
observations, 
complaints and 
protests? 

Are there sector-specific procedures 
to receive and handle observations, 
complaints and protests? 
 
Are complaints and protests in the 
sector processed within the maximum 
time limit provided for in the law? 
 
Have bidders used the complaint and 
protests mechanisms? 

1 No sector-specific procedures 
to receive and handle 
observations, complaints and 
protests. However, donor 
financed projects in the sector 
includes and implements 
grievance redress 
mechanisms. 
 
Yes, complaints and protests 
on donor financed projects 
have been processed within 
14 days on average compared 
to the legal requirement of 90 
days. 
 
Arbitration law 2016 (Law 
no.5, 2016) now exists, and is 
applied in foreign contracts. 
But DRD has few such 
contracts, mainly for 
consulting service contracts. 
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99% of the grievance box” 
contents of ERLIP are positive 
feedbacks submitted by 
villagers on each village 
notice board. Actual 
grievances is 18, of which 3 
relates to village level 
procurement, such as not 
posting information/adverts for 
procurement or price above 
market rate. 
 
The WB financed NCDDP, as 
of 2 July 2018, had 15,441 
grievances, of which 98% 
were resolved. There were 0 
for consulting and goods 
procurement at union level, 
around 5 – 10 per year for 
village level procurement, and 
around 5 per year for 
appointment of CF positions. 
Village level procurement 
problems most commonly 
arise because of the villagers’ 
serving term of 12 months, in 
accordance with the set 
procedures, as committee 
members. Even though the 
first staff may have been well 
trained, the training for 
subsequent appointees is 
sometimes insufficient. There 
is much interest/competition 
for CF positions as it has 
relatively low qualification 
requirements but is 
considered a good opportunity 
so has many potential 
candidates.  
 

4.    Integrity and Transparency of the Sector Public Procurement System 

4.1 Is there a formal 
internal control and 
audit framework in 
the sector? 

Do key agencies in the sector have an 
independent internal audit function? 
 
Do key agencies in the sector have 
adequate internal control mechanisms 
to oversee the procurement function? 
 
Are key agencies in the sector 
subjected to regular performance or 
value for money audits? 
 

 Yes. Internal audit is carried 
out by teams of at least 3 staff 
from various departments e.g. 
finance, planning, 
international departments. 
Each project is internally 
audited once a year, covering 
procurement and financial 
aspects, taking around 3 – 5 
days, longer if there has been 
a lot of procurement. 
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Are key agencies in the sector 
subjected to annual financial audits? 
 
Are internal or external audit 
findings/recommendations acted on in 
a timely fashion? 

 
Procurement division assigns 
staff to carry out procurement 
on projects. Their work is 
overseen by procurement 
division senior staff. 
 
No. there is no performance 
or value for money audit. 
 
Yes, for donor and state 
budget financed projects. The 
Office of the Auditor General 
carries out overall auditing of 
accounts for DRD each year. 
 
Yes. According to DRD 
reports are given and 
recommendations are 
followed. As an example, for 
ERLIP a comment on 
Myanmar language shopping 
contract was made that in 
accordance with Myanmar 
government regulations at 
least 2 persons should sign as 
witnesses from each party [in 
future it is recommended that 
English copies of such 
contracts state that it is a 
translation and the Myanmar 
version prevails]  

4.2  Is information 
pertaining to public 
procurement in the 
sector easy to find, 
comprehensive and 
relevant? 

What percentage of bids is published 
in a medium that is easily and freely 
accessible? 
 
Can bidders easily and freely access 
bid information? 
 
What is the percentage of contract 
awards announced in medium that is 
easily and freely accessible? 
 
Are third party observers invited to 
attend public biddings? 

 

100% of open bids. 
Publication is made in 
Myanmar Alinn and New Light 
of Myanmar newspapers. 
Adverts were not found on 
DRD website. 
Shopping >10MMK is 
advertised in the same way. 
 
For donor financed projects, 
yes, advertising by 
newspaper, donor website (for 
consulting services and ICB) 
is ongoing, and on NCDDP 
website. NCDDP website is a 
good effort, although there is 
room for improvement by 
giving more clear information 
in the package name / 
subtitle, by publishing 
TORs/specifications, and 
contract award notices. Q&A 
could also be added. Suggest 
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to continue advertising 
requirement for individual 
consultant assignments on 
MIMU website, as this is the 
most widely used by NGOs 
and for development 
vacancies. 
 
Contract award data was not 
found on DRD website, some 
was found on NCDDP project 
but not consistently.  

4.3  Does the sector 
have ethics and 
anticorruption 
measures in place? 

Are there sector-specific procedures 
to verify a bidder’s legitimate 
existence, track records, financial 
capacity and capacity to complete the 
job? 
 
Are there sector-specific procedures 
to rate performance and/or debar 
bidders, supplier, contractors and 
consultants for ethical or integrity 
violations? 
 
Does the sector, or key agencies in 
the sector, maintain a register of 
debarred suppliers, contractors and 
consultants? 
 
Are there sector-specific integrity 
principles and guidelines? 

 There are no sector-specific 
procedures. However, for 
donor financed projects the 
project manual is followed. 
For government budget 
projects bidders submit 
business license, copy of 
previous contracts or 
certificates, and bank 
statement. Small scale 
contractors or suppliers often 
do not follow formal systems 
which prevents their 
participation even though they 
may be capable. 
 
Debarment for a specified 
duration has been applied by 
Ministry of Finance and 
Planning which oversees 
business licensing. It is not 
clear if there is a formal 
mechanism for its use and 
appeals procedure etc. 
 
Blacklisting is not yet used by 
DRD, but Ministry of Finance 
and Planning has published 
for the national level.  
 
The civil servant law includes 
integrity principles and 
guidelines and these are 
followed by the government 
as there is no sector-specific 
integrity principles and 
guidelines 
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PROJECT PROCUREMENT RISK ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

QUESTION RESPONSE RISK 

A. ORGANIZATIONAL AND STAFF CAPACITY  

PROCUREMENT DEPARTMENT/UNIT  

A.1   Does the agency or Government 
have a Procurement Committee that 
is independent from the head of the 
agency? 

Currently yes. Current practice is for 
Procurement Committees to be chaired by a 
DDG (NCDDP) or Director (ERLIP) although 
in 2015 they were chaired by the DG. 

 

A.2   Does the agency have a 
procurement department/unit, 
including a permanent office that 
performs the function of a Secretariat 
of the Procurement Committee? 

Yes, Procurement and Logistics division 
under DRD exists. 

 

A.3   If yes, what type of procurement 
does it undertake? 

Principally donor financed procurement using 
community contracts (prepared by the village 
tracts themselves), together with associated 
consulting services contracts, and shopping 
for supporting equipment. Some works 
contracts under NCDDP. 
Also some state budget procurement for 
buildings, equipment, consumables, and 
some works. 

 

A.4   How many years’ experience does 
the head of the procurement 
department/unit have in a direct 
procurement role? 

7 years.  

A.5   How many staff in the procurement 
department/unit are: 

     i.    full time 

     ii.   part time 

     iii.  seconded 

All full time.  
51 staff in procurement and logistics division 
but half are drivers, around 17 are engineers 
seconded to infrastructure teams and not 
doing procurement, and remaining 15 are 
doing procurement. 

 

A.6   Do the procurement staff have a high 
level of English language proficiency 
(verbal and written)? 

A few key staff only. High 

A.7  Are the number and qualifications of 
the staff sufficient to undertake the 
additional procurement that will be 
required under the proposed project? 

Marginal. ERLIP will close in time for its 1 
procurement officer to transfer to RCDP, but 
at least one more experienced staff will also 
need to be transferred from NCDDP. 
 

High 

A.8  Does the unit have adequate 
facilities, such as PCs, internet 
connection, photocopy facilities, 
printers etc. to undertake the 
planned procurement? 

Yes  

A.9  Does the agency have, or have ready 
access to, a procurement training 
program? 

Donor financed projects/programs provide 
regular training but not for government 
budgeted projects. ADB provides regular 
training to the government. 

Medium 
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A.10  At what level does the 
department/unit report (to the head 
of agency, deputy etc.)? 

Director of Procurement & Logistics Division 
reports to the DDG Projects (who is also the 
project director for NCDDP) 

 

A.11 Do the procurement positions in the 
agency have job descriptions, which 
outline specific roles, minimum 
technical requirements and career 
routes? 

No  

A.12 Is there a procurement process 
manual for goods and works? 

For government budget procurement, no.  
For donor procurement under NCDD, ERLIP, 
yes. 

Medium 

A.13 If there is a manual, is it up to date 
and does it cover foreign-assisted 
projects? 

Yes. But it will require updating for RCDP to 
reflect the updated ADB procurement policy. 

 

A.14 Is there a procurement process 
manual for consulting services? 

For state budget procurement, no.  
For donor procurement under NCDD, ERLIP, 
yes. 

Medium 

A.15 If there is a manual, is it up to date 
and does it cover foreign-assisted 
projects? 

Yes. But it will require updating for RCDP to 
reflect the updated ADB procurement policy. 

 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT UNIT  

A.16 Is there a fully (or almost fully) 
staffed PMU for this project currently 
in place? 

No. Medium 

A.17 Are the number and qualifications of 
the staff sufficient to undertake the 
additional procurement that will be 
required under the proposed project? 

PMU not yet existing. DRD procurement and 
logistics department has around 10 
experienced procurement personnel, but few 
with sufficient English skills and experience of 
donor projects. 
The procurement demands of the proposed 
project are similar to ERLIP and NCDDP 
hence there is organization experience. The 
support of an international consultant is likely 
required. 

Medium 

A.18 Does the unit have adequate 
facilities, such as PCs, internet 
connection, photocopy facilities, 
printers etc. to undertake the 
planned procurement? 

PMU not yet existing. But equipment is 
sufficient. 

 

A.19 Are there standard documents in 
use, such as Standard Procurement 
Documents/Forms, and have they 
been approved for use on ADB 
funded projects? 

For state budget procurement, no. 
For donor financed procurement, donor 
templates apply. 

Low 

A.20 Does the agency follow the national 
procurement law, procurement 
processes, guidelines? 

Follows 2017 guidelines (procurement law still 
under preparation). For donor projects follows 
donor guidelines. 

Low 
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A.21 Do ToRs for consulting services 
follow a standard format such as 
background, tasks, inputs, objectives 
and outputs? 

Only used for donor projects. Follows donor 
requirements and is prepared by international 
consultants. 

 

A.22 Who drafts the procurement 
specifications? 

For donor financed projects, international 
consultants prepare. 

 

A.23 Who approves the procurement 
specifications? 

Project Director  

A.24 Who in the PMU has experience in 
drafting bidding documents? 

For donor projects: such as NCDDP has 2 
staff (for consulting services and goods 
respectively) that can draft bidding 
documents, the ERLIP and Chin projects 
have 1 staff with experience in consulting 
services and goods procurement.  
The PMUs also receive support from national 
procurement & logistics consultants, however 
it appears to be difficult to recruit staff with a 
relevant procurement background.  

Medium 

A.25 Are records of the sale of bidding 
documents immediately available? 

Under ERLIP bid documents for consulting 
and goods are issued free of charge. A record 
of issue is kept. 

Low 

A.26 Who identifies the need for 
consulting services requirements? 

Only used for donor projects, donor specifies.  

A.27 Who drafts the Terms of Reference 
(ToR) 

Only used for donor projects, donor prepares.  

A.28 Who prepares the request for 
proposals (RFPs) 

Only used for donor projects, international 
consultant or DRD staff prepare. 

 

B.  INFORMATION MANAGEMENT  

B.1  Is there a referencing system for 
procurement files? 

Yes. Each contract has a unique contract 
number. 

 

B.2  Are there adequate resources 
allocated to record keeping 
infrastructure, which includes the 
record keeping system, space, 
equipment and personnel to 
administer the procurement records 
management functions within the 
agency? 

Records are kept in hard copy in the project 
office. Soft copy bid documents are retained 
by the assigned staff with external HDD 
backup – there is no centralized server to 
retain records. 

Medium 

B.3  Does the agency adhere to a 
document retention policy (i.e. for 
what period are records kept)? 

Yes. 5 years at least. Low 

B.4  Are copies of bids or proposals 
retained with the evaluation? 

Yes  

B.5  Are copies of the original 
advertisements retained with the pre-
contract papers? 

Yes  
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B.6  Is there a single contract file with a 
copy of the contract and all 
subsequent contractual 
correspondence? 

Yes.   

B.7  Are copies of invoices included with 
the contract papers? 

Yes  

B.8  Is the agency’s record keeping 
function supported by IT? 

Not for procurement. For NCDDP the MIS 
system monitors number of contracts, and 
payment, but not the procurement process. 
For ERLIP there is an excel spreadsheet 
inventory list of assets, maintained at Union 
level, identifying assets purchased under the 
project, their location, and responsible 
person. 

 

C.  PROCUREMENT PRACTICES  

Goods and Works  

C.1  Has the agency undertaken 
procurement of goods or works 
related to foreign assistance recently 
(last 12 months or last 36 months)? If 
yes, indicate the names of the 
development partner/s and project/s. 

Yes. Under WB NCDD and ADB ERLIP 
projects, for IT equipment, furniture, vehicles, 
accounting software.  

Almost all were for goods, very few works 
contracts.  

ERLIP project used only shopping and direct 
procurement, no open bidding. For car and 
motorcycle call for EOI was used followed by 
shopping (request for quotes). 

Low 

C.2  If the answer is yes, what were the 
major challenges faced by the 
agency? 

ERLIP: Difficulty to ensure receipt of reliable 
products whilst complying with donor 
guidelines.  

This was resolved by verbally informing 
companies invited to quote that they should 
only submit quotes for well known brands with 
good reputation for reliability and quality. 

Based on market knowledge between 3 and 6 
firms were invited to quote, and in all cases at 
least 3 quotes were received. 

For car, bidding was on CIF Yangon basis and 
DRD had to arrange customs clearance and 
registration itself which took time and cost. 

 

Medium 

C.3  Is there a systematic process to 
identify procurement requirements 
(for a period of one year or more)? 

For state budget projects no. 

For donor projects procurement plans are 
prepared and published (although not for 
ERLIP). 

 

C.4  Is there a minimum period for the 
preparation of bids and if yes, how 
long? 

State budget projects 14 – 30 days according 
to value.  

ODA projects follow donor rules 

Low 
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C.5  Are all queries from bidders replied to 
in writing? 

State budget projects, sometimes by phone. 

ODA projects, yes. 

Medium 

C.6  Does the bidding document state the 
date and time of bid opening? 

Yes Low 

C.7  Are bids opened in public? Yes. (But not for shopping) Low 

C.8  Can late bids be accepted? No Low 

C.9  Can bids (except late bids) be 
rejected at bid opening? 

No Low 

C.10 Are minutes of the bid opening 
taken? 

Yes Low 

C.11 Are bidders provided a copy of the 
minutes? 

Yes Low 

C.12 Are the minutes provided free of 
charge? 

Yes Low 

C.13 Who undertakes the evaluation of 
bids (individual(s), permanent 
committee, ad-hoc committee)? 

Permanent committee, 6 members, chaired 
by Director of Procurement and Logistics 
division, with members from administration, 
end user division, financial division, plus the 
Project Director. 

 

C.14 What are the qualifications of the 
evaluators with respect to 
procurement and the goods and/or 
works under evaluation? 

End user department provides a 
representative, who should have having 
technical knowledge of the products under 
evaluation and of procurement but not all staff 
meet this. 

Medium 

C.15 Is the decision of the evaluators final 
or is the evaluation subject to 
additional approvals? 

Final approval is by Director General of DRD. Medium 

C.16 Using the three ‘worst-case’ 
examples in the last year, how long 
from the issuance of the invitation for 
bids can the contract be awarded? 

Typically 6 weeks (note this is for goods 
contracts with relatively low contract 
amounts). 

Note that for vehicles subsequently it took 3 
months for delivery plus 3 months for 
clearance.  

 

C.17 Are there processes in place for the 
collection and clearance of cargo 
through ports of entry? 

Not normally applicable. Purchase is from 
local suppliers on DDP basis. 

But for vehicles purchase was by CIF 
Yangon, and delays/difficulties were 
encountered for vehicle registration as the 
purchaser is a government department and 
an official letter is required. 

 

C.18 Are there established goods 
receiving procedures? 

Yes  

C.19 Are all goods that are received 
recorded as assets or inventory in a 
register? 

Yes. Paper and electronic register (for ERLIP 
project) 
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C.20 Is the agency/procurement 
department familiar with letters of 
credit? 

No  

C.21 Does the procurement department 
register and track warranty and latent 
defects liability periods? 

Partly, ERLIP project team has an excel 
spreadsheet as an asset inventory which 
records date of purchase, location, and 
responsible person. But it does not 
specifically track warranty periods. 

 

Consulting Services  

C.22 Has the agency undertaken foreign- 
assisted procurement of consulting 
services recently (last 12 months, or 
last 36 months)? (If yes, please 
indicate the names of the 
development partner/s and the 
Project/s.) 

ADB: QCBS for MIC consultant for ERLIP. 
CQS for SSPs, and ICS for ERLIP, in 2015 - 
2016.  

WB: NCDPP, as above but QBS for SSPs 

Low 

C.23 If the above answer is yes, what 
were the major challenges? 

Difficult for DRD to post submission 0 in 
CMS website due to timeouts.  

ICS, lack of local consultants registered in 
CMS. Better to permit submission of CVs by 
email. 

MIC 4 bids received was ok. Took long time 
for submissions 1 – 5 as evaluation 
committee members were often absent for 
field visits. Some CVs were good but actual 
previous performance poor, unclear how to 
deal with this case as evaluation should be 
based on the CV. Inexperience in evaluation 
of methodologies. 

SSPs same as for MIC. Number of 
submissions 2, 3 and 5 respectively for the 3 
contracts. These were 2 local NGOs as 
awarded, plus 3 international companies (of 
which one awarded). Use of CQS 
successfully permitted bidding by both NGOs 
and companies.  

ERLIP and NCDDP applied a permitted 
ceiling of 30 or 40%. For new contracts and 
extensions for NCDDP in 2017, DRD and 
SSPs negotiated and agreed on a ceiling of 
less than 20%. 

NGO’s and companies signed for 16 
townships, but are dissatisfied and some 
may not participate in future bids. 

Recently the Government also applied a 
ceiling on permitted expenditure for 
consulting services under loan finance of 5% 
of the loan amount. This is insufficient to 
provide sufficient village facilitators etc. for 

High 
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CBD projects. Under grant finance there is 
no ceiling. 

Procurement of township service support 
consultants typically were for 1 or 2 year 
contracts, followed by extension, and used 
CQS method or QBS. This approach 
provided low barriers to entry and was 
successful in mobilizing sufficient number of 
participants. 

C.24 Are assignments and invitations for 
expressions of interest (EOIs) 
advertised? 

Yes, as donor rules. Low 

C.25 Is a consultants’ selection committee 
formed with appropriate individuals, 
and what is its composition (if any)? 

As for goods and works  

C.26 What criteria is used to evaluate 
EOIs? 

As donor guidelines  

C.27 Historically, what is the most 
common method used (QCBS, QBS, 
etc.) to select consultants? 

QCBS for main implementation consultant, 
CQS for SSPs, also some QBS for NCDDP 

Medium 

C.28 Do firms have to pay for the RFP 
document? 

No Low 

C.29 Does the proposal evaluation criteria 
follow a pre-determined structure 
and is it detailed in the RFP? 

As donor rules. Carried out by international 
consultant. 

Low 

C.30 Are pre-proposal visits and meetings 
arranged? 

Yes, if donor requires  

C.31 Are minutes prepared and circulated 
after pre-proposal meetings? 

Yes, if donor requires Low 

C.32 To whom are the minutes 
distributed? 

Attendees Low 

C.33 Are all queries from consultants 
answered/addressed in writing? 

Yes, as donor guidelines Low 

C.34 Are the technical and financial 
proposals required to be in separate 
envelopes and remain sealed until 
the technical evaluation is 
completed? 

Yes Low 

C.35 Are proposal securities required? No Low 

C.36  Are technical proposals opened in 
public? 

Yes, as donor guidelines Low 

C.37  Are minutes of the technical 
opening distributed? 

Yes Low 

C.39  Who determines the final technical 
ranking and how? 

Evaluation committee Low 
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QUESTION RESPONSE RISK 

C.40  Are the technical scores sent to all 
firms? 

Yes Low 

C.41  Are the financial proposal opened in 
public? 

Yes Low 

C.42  Are minutes of the financial opening 
distributed? 

Yes Low 

C.43  How is the financial evaluation 
completed? 

As donor guidelines Low 

C.44  Are face to face contract 
negotiations held? 

Yes Medium 

C.45  How long after financial evaluation 
is negotiation held with the selected 
firm? 

After donor approval of bid evaluation report  

C.46  What is the usual basis for 
negotiation? 

As donor guidelines  

C.47  Are minutes of negotiation taken 
and signed? 

Yes Medium 

C.48  How long after negotiation is the 
contract signed, on average? 

1 month  

C.49  Is there an evaluation system for 
measuring the outputs of 
consultants? 

Yes, there are regular performance 
evaluations which are undertaken. 

 

Payments  

C.50 Are advance payments made? For state budget financed projects normally 
10%. Similar for donor financed contracts. 

 

C.51 What is the standard period for 
payment included in contracts? 

For donor projects, follow donor template (30 
days for consulting services, 14 days for 
shopping).  

 

C.52  On average, how long is it between 
receiving a firm’s invoice and making 
payment? 

For donor financed procurement, within 1 
week. Direct payment is used so process is 
fast. 

 

C.53 When late payment is made, are the 
beneficiaries paid interest? 

No. State budget contracts do not mention 
such interest. Donor financed projects 
mention it but it has not been paid to date. 

 

D.  EFFECTIVENESS  

D.1  Is contractual performance 
systematically monitored and 
reported? 

Yes. By Project Director  

D.2  Does the agency monitor and track 
its contractual payment obligations? 

Yes, by Project Director  

D.3  Is a complaints resolution mechanism 
described in national procurement 
documents? 

Yes, in 2017 regulations  
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QUESTION RESPONSE RISK 

D.4  Is there a formal non-judicial 
mechanism for dealing with 
complaints? 

Yes, under Arbitration Law 2016. Contracts 
with foreign suppliers include this as the 
dispute resolution mechanism. 

 

D.5  Are procurement decisions and 
disputes supported by written 
narratives such as minutes of 
evaluation, minutes of negotiation, 
notices of default/withheld payment? 

 

Yes.  

Minutes of negotiation are prepared. 

Low 

E.  ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES  

E.1  Is there a standard statement of 
ethics and are those involved in 
procurement required to formally 
commit to it? 

No. Medium 

E.2  Are those involved with procurement 
required to declare any potential 
conflict of interest and remove 
themselves from the procurement 
process? 

2017 guidelines have such a regulation Medium 

E.3  Is the commencement of 
procurement dependent on external 
approvals (formal or de-facto) that 
are outside of the budgeting 
process? 

For donor financed projects, receipt of no-
objection from the donor is required for 
contracts that are for prior review. 

 

E.4  Who approves procurement 
transactions, and do they have 
procurement experience and 
qualifications? 

Director of Procurement and Logistics 
division, has around 7 years procurement 
experience. But may also be subject to 
approval by more senior staff in the agency. 

Medium 

E.5  Which of the following actions require 
approvals outside the procurement 
unit or the evaluation committee, as 
the case may be, and who grants the 
approval? 

For consulting contracts, approval prior to 
contract signing is required from the Office of 
the Attorney General. 

 

a) Bidding document, invitation to 
pre-qualify or RFP 

Project director  

b) Advertisement of an invitation for 
bids, pre-qualification or call for 
EOIs 

Project director  

c) Evaluation reports Director of Procurement and logistics division Low 

d) Notice of award Project director Low 

e) Invitation to consultants to 
negotiate 

Project director Low 

f) Contracts Project director Low 

E.6   Is the same official responsible for: 
(i) authorizing procurement 
transactions, procurement 

No Low 
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QUESTION RESPONSE RISK 

invitations, documents, evaluations 
and contracts; (ii) authorizing 
payments; (iii) recording 
procurement transactions and 
events; and (iv) the custody of 
assets? 

i) Authorizing of procurement matters is by 2 
persons: head of procurement and logistics 
division, and the project director 

ii) authorizing payments is by finance division 

iii) recording of procurement transactions is 
by the project director 

iv) custody of assets is by the end user 

E.7   Is there a written auditable trail of 
procurement decisions attributable to 
individuals and committees? 

Yes Low 
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DRD CORRUPTION PREVENTION UNIT 
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PROCUREMENT PLAN 

Project Name: Resilient Community Development Project 
Project Number: 51242 Approval Number: LXXXX and GXXXX 
Country: Republic of the Union of Myanmar Executing Agency: Ministry of Agriculture, 

Livestock, and Irrigation (MOALI) 
Project Procurement Classification: A Implementing Agency: Department of Rural 

Development of MOALI Procurement Risk: Moderate 

Project Financing Amount: $ 
  ADB Financing:  
 Loan: $ 189.1 million 
 Grant: $ 5.9 million 
  Cofinancing (ADB Administered):  
 AIF: €24.25 million 
 JFPR: $3.0 million TBC  
  Non-ADB Financing: 
 Government: $19.37 million 

Project Closing Date: 31 March 2027 

Date of First Procurement Plan: 

 
Date of this Procurement Plan: 
12 December 2018 

 
1. Methods, Review and Procurement Plan 

 
47. Except as the Asian Development Bank (ADB) may otherwise agree, the following process 
thresholds shall apply to procurement of goods, works, nonconsulting services, and consulting 
services; 
 

Procurement of Goods, Works, and Nonconsulting Services 

Method Comments 

Open Competitive Bidding with national 
advertising for goods 

Equipment and vehicles are available locally and 
local market is competitive. 
 
DRD Union level to procure all OCB goods 
packages. 
 
The first two draft English version of the 
procurement documents should be submitted for 
ADB review and approval regardless of the 
estimated contract amount. ADB-approved 
documents should be used as a model for all 
subsequent OCB procurement financed by ADB and 
need not be subjected to further prior review. 

Open Competitive Bidding with national 
advertising for works 

Local contractors are experienced and the local 
market is competitive. 
 
DRD Union level to procure OCB works for the 
construction of training center for DRD. 

Request for quotations for goods and non-
consulting services 

Furniture  and water quality kits are readily 
available in local market.  
 
Three township clusters are located adjacent to the 
Indian border and Indian products are widely used, 
and one township cluster is adjacent to the Thai 
border, and Thai products are widely used. 
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The first two draft English version of the 
procurement documents should be submitted for 
ADB review and approval regardless of the 
estimated contract amount. ADB-approved 
documents should be used as a model for all 
subsequent RFQ procurement financed by ADB and 
need not be subjected to further prior review. 

Direct Contracting DRD Union level to procure server and accounting 
and M&E software currently being used by DRD in 
other ongoing projects. Compatibility needed to 
ensure that DRD can have one system for all 
projects. 

Community procurement Block grants for community infrastructure 
subprojects (output 1) for a total amount of about 
$115 million will follow community procurement. 
Each procurement transaction will not exceed 
$50,000.  
 
Block grants for livelihoods (output 2) for a total 
amount of about $33 million will be procured through 
direct purchase following due diligence and each 
purchase will not exceed $2,000. 
 
In each village a procurement sub-committee will be 
established, trained and supported by Support 
Service Provider. 

 

Consulting Services 

Method Comments 

Open competitive bidding (OCB) - international 
advertisement, QCBS 

One main implementation consultant and five 
service providers (per cluster) are required and 
international advertising is warranted. 

 
2. List of Active Procurement Packages (Contracts) 

 
48. The following table lists goods, works, nonconsulting, and consulting services contracts 
for which the procurement activity is either ongoing or expected to commence within the 
procurement plan’s duration. 

 
Goods, Works, and Nonconsulting services 

Package 
Number 

General 
Description 

Estimated 
Value 

(in US$) 

Procurem
ent 

Method 
Review 

Bidding 
Procedure 

Advertisement 
Date  

(quarter/year) 
Comments 

G1 Equipment (for 
DRD Union level 
PMU and Training 
Center and 5 
Township 
Clusters) 

746,000 OCB Prior 1S1E Q3 2019 - DRD Union level to 
procure 
- Advertising: national 
newspapers and DRD 
website 
- 2 contracts (Year 1) 
due to phased 
mobilization of 
facilitators 
- Advance contracting 
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Goods, Works, and Nonconsulting services 

Package 
Number 

General 
Description 

Estimated 
Value 

(in US$) 

Procurem
ent 

Method 
Review 

Bidding 
Procedure 

Advertisement 
Date  

(quarter/year) 
Comments 

G2 Furnitures (1 each 
for DRD Union 
level and 5 
Township 
Clusters) 

157,000 RFQ Prior NA Q3 2019 - DRD and Township 
clusters to procure 
- RFQ to suppliers 
- 6 contracts 
- Advance contracting 

G3 GPS (1 for PMU & 
5 for PIUs) and 
autolevels (one for 
each of the 5 
Township 
clusters) 

30,000 RFQ Prior NA Q3 2019 - DRD Union level to 
procure 
- Advertise: national 
newspapers and DRD 
website 
- 1 contract 
- Advance contracting 

G4 Accounting 
software (Sage 
300) 

90,000 DC Prior NA Q1 2020 - DRD Union level to 
procure 
- 1 contract 
DRD uses Sage 300 
for other ongoing 
projects and wants to 
have one compatible 
system to be able to 
have an overview of all 
its projects.  

G5 MIS and M&E 
server  

11,000 DC Prior NA Q1 2020 - DRD Union level to 
procure server 
currently being used by 
DRD in other projects 
to avoid compatibility 
issues 
- 1 contract 

G6 Water quality 
testing kits (5 kits) 

30,000 RFQ Prior NA Q1 2020 - DRD Union level to 
procure 
- RFQ to suppliers 
- 1 contract 

G7 Pick-up trucks 
double cab 
(qty=12) and 12-
seater Minibus 
(qty=1)  

626,000 OCB Prior 1S1E Q3 2019 - DRD Union level to 
procure 
- Advertise: national 
newspapers and DRD 
website 
- 1 contract 
- Advance contracting 

G8 Motorbikes and 
safety equipment 
(qty = 1,463) 

3,810,000 OCB Prior 1S1E Q3 2019 
 
 

- DRD Union level to 
procure 
- Advertise: national 
newspapers and DRD 
website 
- 1 contract (2 lots) due 
to difference in 
specifications 
(mountainous and 
coastal areas and 
geographic locations)  
- Advance contracting 

G9 Motorboats (qty 
=5) 

54,000 RFQ Prior NA Q1 2020 - DRD Union level to 
procure 
- RFQ to suppliers 
- 1 contract 
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Goods, Works, and Nonconsulting services 

Package 
Number 

General 
Description 

Estimated 
Value 

(in US$) 

Procurem
ent 

Method 
Review 

Bidding 
Procedure 

Advertisement 
Date  

(quarter/year) 
Comments 

G10 Generator and 
electronic current 
stabilizers 

225,000 RFQ Prior NA Q3 2019 - DRD Union level to 
procure 
- 1 contract 
- Advance contracting 

CW1 Construction of 
DRD training 
center in 
Pyinmana 

457,000 OCB Prior 1S1E Q1 2020 - DRD Union level to 
procure  
- Advertise: national 
newspapers and DRD 
website 
- 1 contract 

NCS1 Qualified Auditors 350,000 RFQ Post NA Q2 2020 - DRD Union level to 
procure with 
advertisement 
- 1 contract 

 
Consulting services 

Package 
Number 

General 
Description 

Estimated 
Value  

(in US$) 

Procurem
ent 

Method 
Review 

Bidding 
Procedure 

Advertise 
ment 
Date 

(quarter/year) 

Comments 

CS1 Main 
Implementation 
Consultants 
(MIC) 

10,126,000 QCBS Prior FTP Q2 2019 Type: Firm  
Assignment: International  
Quality/cost ratio: 90:10 
1 contract 
Advance contracting  

CS2 Support service 
provider (SSP) - 
Cluster 1 - 
Ayeyarwady 3 
Townships 

8,013,000 QCBS Prior FTP Q2 2019 DRD Union level to 
recruit 
Type: Firm or NGO 
Advertising: International 
Quality/cost ratio: 90:10 
5 contracts 
Advance contracting 
 

CS3 Support service 
provider (SSP) - 
Cluster 2 - Chin 
State - 4 
Townships 

3,173,000 
 

QCBS Prior FTP Q2 2019 

CS4 Support service 
provider (SSP) - 
Cluster 3 - 
Sagaing North - 
3 Townships 

2,647,000 QCBS Prior FTP Q2 2019 

CS5 Support service 
provider (SSP) - 
Cluster 4 - 
Sagaing South - 
4 Townships 

4,541,000 QCBS Prior FTP Q2 2019 

CS6 Support service 
provider (SSP) - 
Cluster 5 - 
Thanintharyi 3 
Townships 

2,480,000 QCBS Prior FTP Q2 2019 

DC = Direct Contracting; OCB = open competitive bidding; Q = quarter; QCBS = Quality- and Cost-Based Selection; RFQ 
= request for quotation. 
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3. List of Indicative Packages (Contracts) Required Under the Project 

 
49. The following table lists goods, works, nonconsulting, and consulting services contracts 
for which procurement activity is expected to commence beyond the procurement plan duration 
and over the life of the project (i.e., those expected beyond the current procurement plan’s 
duration). 
 

Goods, Works, and Nonconsulting Services 

Package 
Number 

General 
Description 

Estimated 
Value ($) 

Procurement 
Method 

Review 
Bidding 

Procedure 

Advertisement 
Date  

(quarter, year) 
Comments 

G11 Equipment 
(for 5 

Township 
Clusters) 

94,800 RFQ Post NA Q1 2021 - DRD Union 
level to 
procure 
- See G1 - 1 
contract 
(Year 3) due 
to phased 
mobilization 
of facilitators 

 

Consulting Services 

Package 
Number 

General 
Description 

Estimated 
Value ($) 

Selection 
Method 

Review 
Type of 

Proposal 

Advertisement 
Date  

(quarter, year) 
Comments 

None        

 
4.  Non-ADB Financing 

 
50. The following table lists goods, works, nonconsulting, and consulting services contracts 
over the life of the project, financed by non-ADB sources. 
 

Goods, Works, and Nonconsulting Services 

General Description 

Estimated 
Value 

(cumulative, 
$) 

Estimated 
Number of 
Contracts 

Procurement 
Method 

Comments 

None     

 

Consulting Services 

General Description 

Estimated 
Value 

(cumulative, 
$) 

Estimated 
Number of 
Contracts 

Recruitment 
Method 

Comments 

None     

 
a. Regulation and Reference Documents 

 
51. The procedures to be followed for open competitive bidding shall be those set forth in 
ADB's standard bidding documents, with the clarifications and modifications described in the 
following paragraphs required for compliance with the provisions of ADB's Procurement 
Regulations for ADB Borrowers (2017, as amended from time to time). 
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b. Procurement Procedures 

 
(i) Application 

 
52. Contract packages subject to open competitive bidding procedures will be those identified 
as such in the project procurement plan. Any changes to the method of procurement from those 
provided in the procurement plan shall be made through updating of the procurement plan, and 
only with prior approval of ADB. 
 

(ii) Eligibility 
 

53. The eligibility of bidders shall be as defined under section I of the Procurement 
Regulations; accordingly, no bidder or potential bidder should be declared ineligible for reasons 
other than those provided in section I of the Regulations, as amended from time to time. 
 

(iii) Sanctioning 
 
54. Bidders shall not be declared ineligible or prohibited from bidding on the basis of barring 
procedures or sanction lists, except individuals and firms sanctioned by ADB, without prior 
approval of ADB. 
 
   (iv) Advertising 
 
55. The posting of OCB specific notices for contracts valued at less than $1 million on ADB's 
website is not required but is highly recommended. 
 
  (v) Rejection of all Bids and Rebidding 
 
56. Bids shall not be rejected and new bids solicited without ADB's prior concurrence. 
 

c. Bidding Documents 
 

(i) ADB Policy Clauses 
 

57. A provision shall be included in all OCB works and goods contracts financed by ADB 
requiring suppliers and contractors to permit ADB to inspect their accounts and records and other 
documents relating to the bid submission and the performance of the contract, and to have them 
audited by auditors appointed by ADB. 
 
58. A provision shall be included in all bidding documents for OCB works and goods contracts 
financed by ADB stating that the Borrower shall reject a proposal for award if it determines that 
the bidder recommended for award has, directly or through an agent, engaged in corrupt, 
fraudulent, collusive, coercive or obstructive practices in competing for the contract in question. 
 
59. A provision shall be included in all bidding documents for OCB works and goods contracts 
financed by ADB stating that ADB will declare a firm or individual ineligible, either indefinitely or 
for a stated period, to be awarded a contract financed by ADB, if it at any time determines that 
the firm or individual has, directly or through an agent, engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, 
coercive or obstructive practices or any integrity violation in competing for, or in executing, ADB-
financed contract. 


